THE QUAD
1992

BISHOP'S FACTS....

Founded in 1843.

1:16 Faculty-Student ratio.

More than 75 societies' clubs and associations on campus.

John H. Bassett Library houses over 384,000 books.

85% of the students live within walking distance of the campus.

Nine-hole golf course.

Liner Photo by: Perry Beaton
Copies available at The Liaison Office on campus.
Dear Students,

Those of you graduating this year have gone through two "transition experiences" simultaneously. As individuals, undergraduate university years are for everyone a time of change and personal growth. But as well, while you were here, Bishop's grew almost forty percent in enrollment with students coming increasingly from all parts of Canada and abroad, new buildings were added and programs enhanced.

Such rapid change is somewhat unsettling. But you, the students, not only tolerated it, you flourished. Bishop's is better for your time with us.

As you leave, you will face many more transitions in life in the years ahead. We wish you well with all of them!

Sincerely,

Hugh M. Scott
Principal

Bishop's - this is a name that is synonymous with terms such as small and personable. However, in the last five years Bishop's University has matured from 1200 students to its present population of 1704 students. Due to this increase, our institution has undergone changes, both physical and social.

Physically, this year's students got a taste first hand of the improvements carried out in order for Bishop's to accommodate the increased population. These improvements are only a sign of things to come, as major renovations will be underway in McGreer and Johnson Buildings by the winter semester of 1992. With all projects slated to be completed by the winter semester of 1993, our university will have an upgrade appearance in time for Bishop's 150th birthday, which is set for 1993.

Socially, over the past five years, Bishop's has seen many new organizations and businesses evolve ranging from fraternities and sororities to the completely student run Quiet Bar and Doolittle's. Students have always had a chance to get involved at Bishop's and now more than ever with forty-seven student clubs and associations.

Bishop's University is an institution that, due to its size and close proximity to student residences in Lennoxville, allows for many friendships and relationships. These friendships can remain for many years beyond our time at university. I can hold my head up when I state that I am from Bishop's University and I hope you can too.

I would like to congratulate those responsible for this year's Quad in making it one of the best ever!

Good luck to all in the future.

Yours truly,

Michael Ridout
President
As I sat down to write this piece, thoughts of my experiences here at Bishop's and the many wonderful friends I've met along the way came to mind.

This year, I had the pleasure of serving you in the capacity of V.P. of Media and I'd like to take this opportunity to wish you all the best for your future endeavors, which for some of you will involve new experiences outside of Bishop's University.

It has been a pleasure knowing all of you and again, all the best!!

John F. Gardner
V.P. Media

FRONT: Sean Rowed, Mike Ridout, Gerry Morris, Fred Scalabrini.
BACK: Ian Matthie, Kathy Garinther, James McCloskey, James Hunter, Gilbert Wong, Derek Colfer.

EXECUTIVE AND TABLE MEMBERS

Mike Ridout  Andrew Mackie  President
Sean Rowed  Fred Scalabrini  V.P. Academic Affairs
John Gardner  V.P. Internal Affairs
Gerry Morris  V.P. External Affairs
Meredith Cudney  V.P. of Media
Ian Matthie  Director of Finance
Mike Ridout  Corporation
Kathy Garinther  Corporation
James Hunter  Corporation
James McCloskey  Business Senator
Ted Grand  Social Sciences Senator
Andrew Mackie  Natural Sciences Senator
Kathy Cassidy  Humanities Senator
Gilbert Wong  Senator
Bill Starr

Student-At-Large Off Campus
Fergie Therault
Student-At-Large Off Campus
Chad Schella
Student-At-Large On Campus
Derek Colfer
Student-At-Large Off Campus
ORIENTATION '91

CASEY BONES JONES
HYPNOTIST
BBQ'S

HOME COOKING, JUNK FOOD
RECYCLE WHEN FINISHED

AND DEWHURST

[Images of people and a truck]

[Image of a building and parked cars]

[Images of people in costumes]
514 FULL TIME STUDENTS,
339 FROSH.

Rez is coed.
(except Pollack)

Abbott, Kuehner and Munster built in 1966.

REZ

Mackinnon houses 115 students.

Music Dept. coming back to Norton/Pollack.

BISHOP'S RESIDENCES

Meals at Dewhurst cost $8.32 a day.
(all you can eat)

Divinity House used to be a residence.
(possibly coming back)
FRONT: Kevin Mohammed (Norton).
SEATED: Amy Dorris (Mackinnon), Kelly Cosgrove (Kuehner), Cameron Phillips (Mackinnon), Michelle Thomas (Norton), Chris Miller (Norton), Hal Patterson (Kuehner), David Snellgrove (Mackinnon), Allison Speakman (Pollack).
STANDING: Chad Schella (Norton), Don Gill (Abbott), Paul Calder (Munster), Betty Wilkinson (Abbott), Kerry Shuttleworth (Mackinnon), Donna Milligan (Mackinnon), Tom Geniole (Mackinnon), Jennifer McGee (Pollack), Laura Cooper (Munster).
BELOW: Joe Gallagher, Tom Teasdale.

Can you name the unknown people? The RA's couldn't.

In the names on the next 10 pages, you will find *** (a letter) *** which represents a name of a RESIDENCE dweller that the RA's could not identify.

How many of the seven people do you know?

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Answers to follow.
LAYING: Kristian Carlson, Don Gill, Adam Cragg.
SEATED: Guy Collard, Claire Prosser, Heather Kelly, Maggie O'Lett, Lori Belair, Janine Stewart, Maude St. Laurent, Christine Rinaldi, "MO" McNeilly.
BACK ROW: Dan Frederick, Aneil Mujoomoar, Rob Gimby, Geoff Wright, David Godin, Carl Mankiewicz, Chuck Wesley, Ken Maddock-Mosotsui, John Donnet, Virginia Cowan, Matt Moreau, Katie Keyser, Chris Jones, Phil Blue.
MISSING: Cathy Carlson, Melanie Marchand, Adam Hough, Sandra Leslie, Jason Budd, Kevin Judge, Andrea Jones, Greg Sargent, Mike Van De Merwe, Jen Morin, Luce Poudrier, Tim Johnson, Brennan Wares, David Grant, Grant Lafleche.

BLOCKS 1 and 2

DOWN BOYS
LOOK MOM !!

BLOCKS 3 and 4


MISSING: Melanie Evans, Holli Wheatcroft, Brad Johnson, Laurie Hawes, Cheryl MacIntyre, Jeff Hill, Crig McCutcheon, Keri Sadowski, Nikki Osborne, Melissa Frankovitch, Leslie Neasmith.
FIRST ROW: Erin Macdowell, Teri Parker, Alex Baril, Rob Johnson, Tara Henderson, Carla Jones, Tim Miller.
SECOND ROW: Laura Cooper, Pascale Robin, Kate Quigley, Christelle Claisse, Simone Davies, Josee Sciortino, Pam Giles, Simon Walker.
BACK ROW: Tim Hill, James Stewart, Pete Grant, Doug Wallace, Hassum Dib, Hassan Elnazer, Tanguy Coatmellec, Barry Friedberg, Frank D'Onofrio.
FIRST ROW: Larysa Chrenowski, Isabelle Harnois, Shari Akins, Paul Calder, Mike Axsmith, Teddybears > Proxies for Christine Hockwald and Leah Nash.
BACK ROW: Paul Smith, Jason Reilly, Jay Colbert, Marc Berendes, Joel McEwen, Rhys Clarke, Tom Follett, Chris Stockdale, Ian Wolfe, Jason Bachhuber.

BLOCKS 3 and 4
REZ BEDS ARE BETTER

Let's migrate to MUNSTER
FIRST ROW: Michael Whittaker, Denise Sirois, Andrew Dickieson (J.R.), Magali Lemao, Nancy C. Geoffroy, Brent Madigan.
SECOND ROW: Chantal *** D ***, Hunter Fraser, Kara Hatt, Sharon Dhadiana, Amy MacLean, Denis Jacques, Leslie Vandewater.
THIRD ROW: Cedric Landuydt, Jeremy Watson, Richard Ellison, Guillemete Du Besset, Brenda King, Simone Feuerhelm, Kelly Cosgrove, Helene L'Ecuyer.
FOURTH ROW: Craig Williams, Martha MacLaurin, Stephane Martin, Leslie Kocsis, Tracey Lynn Ingrouville, Andrea Massie, Josee Desmarais, Tara White, Jean-Philippe Schwind, Joel Neveu, Don Dawson.

BLOCKS 1 and 3

WHAT A JUNGLE

PLEASE TELL ME ANOTHER FUNNY ONE
BLOCKS 2 and 4

FIRST ROW: Darryl Braunmiller, Steve Power, Kate Huntington, Andrew Scott, Hal Patterson, Nicole Clements, Christa Campbell.
SECOND ROW: Jocelyne Lepage, Susan Bellamy, Jonathan Kelcher, Paul Gibson, Stephan Hollander, Natasha Nadir, Craig MacDonald.
FOURTH ROW: Mascot, Cedric Landuyt, Kevin Thompson, Leslie Vandewater, David Eilers, Tatiana Lednow, Drew Hunter.
NORTON 91-92
THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE HOMELESS

SITTING
FIRST ROW: Shannon McDonough, James Cann, Dzung Williams, Nick Zacharias, Extinguisher, Tanya Apostolidis, Sue Haase, Nicole McGibbon, Kelly Mackey.
SECOND ROW: Kirsten Gibson, Amanda Fudakowski, Dean Hoyos.
THIRD ROW: Lisa Bederman, Kristen Todd, Stephanie Brownell, Kirsten Stubbings, Sarah Underhill, Duncan Thain, Brendan Harrison, Mark Hadrill, Aaron Sheldon.
FOURTH ROW: Greg Rose, Martin Trudeau, Alana Spencer, Karen Snelling, Meaghan Hawes, Mike Hastings, Bruce Levine, Masaki "Sox" Konno, Derek Colfer, Steve Mangotich.

STANDING
IN WINDOW: David Schmeler, Tim Lundon, Robert "Chico" Jensen, Rick Wong.

Let's try it this way, it didn't blow up last time.

Who said we couldn't concentrate?
POLLOCK

THIRD ROW: Meghan McMulkin, Michele Hodgins, Heather Lefevre, Jada Del Carlo, Lara Gillen.
BACK ROW: Jennifer Mete, Leisha Flack, Alison Speakman R.A.), Janie Holman, Melissa Cahill.
MACKINNON HALL

Sharks

Rez staff on hall

Not I

Neil Young II

Us 'smoke'

Steak, Crispy Fries, Muffin, Whipple
This is why we have fire drills
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE
SPONSORED BY: TOWN OF LENNOXVILLE
ASCOT POLICE, SRC + BACCHUS

THIS CAR WAS NOT A DEMONSTRATION
BISHOP'S '92 AND 2002 PLAYING TOGETHER

AND FUNDAY

AT FOOTBALL GAMES
NOT THE REAL STUFF. TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE

TEST TUBE WHAT ??
Have you ever done this?

SLAVE

A little closer to the real stuff

SET A PRICE

CENSORED

Things they do with PLASTICS
SAY HELLO TO Mrs. CAMERA AND MIGHTY Mr. FLASH
EXAMS!

STRESS!

I HATE THEM

PLAN B

I'm not ready for my exams

WE NEED ANSWERS
In only its second year, Bishop's Big Buddies has become the largest club on campus. Our membership has grown to more than 100 Bishop's students and 200 children of the community. This year, besides being big brothers and sisters, tutors and sports coaches at the elementary school level, Big Buddies has expanded to the high school level as "peer mentors" and sports coaching.

Due to its overwhelming success Big Buddies has become Bishop's first club to go national. The organization will be known as "University Big Buddies". Three other universities already have their own Big Buddies club in the works!

The hard work and dedication of all our members have made Big Buddies a successful and rewarding club both on campus and in the community!

BIG BROTHERS AND SISTERS:
EXECUTIVE: Kathy Cassidy (President), Scott Billing (Fund Raiser), Sandra Leslie (Activities), Robyn Rogers (Co-ordinator/Treasurer).
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

FIRST ROW: Katie Quigley, Paulo Ciufo, Terri Hannon (V.P. External), Patrick Hearne, Zorro, Gontran, Kristen Underwood, Stephanie Marler.
SECOND ROW: Tanguy Coatmellec (Co-Treasurer), Louise-Caroline Bergeron (President), Estelle Roy (Secretary), Edsel Cheung Ho King, Terence Liem.
THIRD ROW: Sharon Dhadialla (Treasurer), Winston Collins (Committee Exec.), Renske Mackor (V.P. Internal), Simon Walker (P.R. Director), Badrul Hishan.
MISSING: Kevin Thompson, Thomas W. Follett.

SECOND ROW: Sara Murray, Carl Mankiewicz, Heidi Zurbrugg, Tara White, Myriam Ferreault, Joe Sommers, Tara Chisholm, Lara Gillen.
MISSING: Ben H. Teh, Sarah Arnold.

A.S.E. ACTIVE STUDENTS for the ENVIRONMENT
FIRST ROW: Helene Larose, Rosemary Ryan (President), Jennifer MacArthur (Vice-President), Jody Brian.
SECOND ROW: Simon Walker, Bonnie MacDonald, Catherine Backman, Jennifer Burk, Penny Firth.
MISSING: Shanita Braden, Lori Belair, Lesley Moore, Lisa Davey, Jen Hall, Terri Cumberland, Tanya Hodge, Sharen Lewis, Jen Thompson, Nicole Rutkus.

FRONT ROW: Susan Bellam VPC, Eliane Guidon LCEC, Janine Brisbois VPP.
BACK ROW: Chris Courtemanche LCP, Francois Barbeau, Sean Steward VPHR.
The Psychology Club is now in its third year of existence at Bishop's and as each year goes by, the club gains in popularity. It is anticipated that this year the club will be a great success due to the numerous activities that have been planned such as wine and cheeses, grad information night, self-hypnosis workshop, movie nights, presentation of dissertations, parties and so on. On behalf of the Executive Members, we would like to thank our members for coming out and making the club such a success.

FRONT ROW: Hélène Larose, Debbie Clough, Kim Allan (President) holding Sigmund Freud, Lorraine Meilleur.
BACK ROW: Dave Smith (Media), Melanie Curtis (Treasurer), Jen Lloyd (Secretary), Debbie Collins, Cindy Finn (Vice-President).
The following members: Johnathan Carrier, Susan Nichol, Jennifer Jones, Sue Waterhouse, Erin Holmes, Tracy Ingrouille and Linda Paganelli are presently in therapy and could not make it to the photo session (PSYCH!!).

FIRST ROW: Melanie Paton, Alan Morris (Special Events Coordinator), Meredith Menzie (Treasurer).
SECOND ROW: Coco Legault (President), Christine Hochwald (Vice-President), Jennifer McKinley (V.P. Media).

Christian Love is hard and rare, but it makes this world a better place for all of us.

FIRST ROW: Terry White, Tanya Bellehumeur, Kate Waters, Cindy Carbol, Josie Scirto, Audrey Jones, David Humphrey, Andrea Eastman.
SECOND ROW: Sheila Thomas, Liane Jones, Brian Allat, Joe Bowman, Katrin, Beth Haffenden, Elisabeth Wallace, Christine Nassar.
THIRD ROW: Paul Anderson, Serge, David Harris, Jason Russel, Walden Darwin, Tim Goddard, Nick Fitzsimmons, David Darvin.

BISHOP'S - CHAMPLAIN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
FIRST ROW: Kristen Underwood (Vice-President), Vincent de Grandpre (President), Sarah Arnold (Treasurer). SECOND ROW: Guy Deegan (Human Resources), Badrul Hishan (Public Relations), Stephanie Marler (Social Director). MISSING: Pat Hearn.

**ECONOMICS**

**Political:** Vincent de Grandpre, Paul Ciufio, Ricardo Tortosa

**Studies:** Kristen Underwood, Stephanie Marler, Thomas W. Follett

**Association:** Patrick Hearne, Katie Quigley, Chris Gregory

**ENGLISH**

FIRST ROW: J. Fortier, Danielle Daigle, Angela Bekass, Catherine Brown.
SECOND ROW: Katie Warland (President), Ian Hooper (Vice-President), Nathalie Ross.
MISSING: Charmaine Grenke (Vice-President), Jonathan da Silva.

**LITERATURE**
FIRST ROW: Tara Chisholm, Lucie Dupuis, Yasmin Rahimi, Joe Sommers, Vivian Hill, John Coleman (President).
SECOND ROW: Anuar Abdul Aziz, Belinda Guyy, Carol Lavalliere, Junior, Jeffrey Chisholm (Vice-President), James McIntyre (Secretary), Kirsten Stubbings, Cynthia Kop (Treasurer).

FRONT ROW: Sean Watts (el president), Greg Wilson, Tara Chisholm, Myrian Perrault, Tara White, Christine Bishop, Kirsten Todd, Heather Prielma.
SECOND ROW: Sharon Dhadialla, Jacques Duquette, Laura Cooper, Gord Cross, Jeff Sheppard, Andrea Massie, Tasia Lazaros, Ashmin Dhadialla.
THIRD ROW: Francois Blouin (Bus Driver/Executive), Randy Barley (Vice-President), Steve Thorneloe (Manager).
A few years ago B.U.D.S. was reinvigorated by a small, but determined corp of students. The Society’s goal was, and still is, to promote public speaking and debating on campus. Although the founding members are graduating from Bishop’s (slowly but surely), The Society’s membership is still growing.

Active members meet every Thursday night at seven to practice and perfect the art of elocution. To help members improve their oratory skills, this year The Society invited professors and a lawyer to observe and critique the rhetoric of the debaters. The Society owes the former people a debt of gratitude for their efforts and enthusiasm.

Further, The Society is also terribly grateful for the financial support of The Principal, The Academic Deans, private contributors, and of course, the SRC. Without this money we could not have sent debating teams to the several university tournaments: Queen’s (Novice), Harvard, Hart House, Concordia, McGill (North American Championships), Princeton, Western (Nationals), Ottawa, and Yale all hosted superb tournaments.

Because of the growth of The Society and its cohesive energy, next year we will host our first ever tournament at Bishop’s. Not only does The Society wish to help colour Bishop’s in on the map of universities, we also aim to improve students’ oratory skills. Despite the increasingly utilitarian mind of the average student, we still manage to enjoy ourselves at tournaments and meetings! And this is a goal we will never fail to achieve.

Megan Harris (VP), Lisa Guenther, Louise Lafond, Doug Wallace, Dina O’Leary (Sec.-Treas.), Mr. David Marler, Pat Hearn, Kuno Tucker (Pres.), Stephanie Marler, Josh Aberant, Katie Quigley, Steve Bethel.

Patrick Hearn (President), Philip Wilson, Joseph Searfo, Jason Budd (Secretary).
MISSING: Krista MacGregor (VP, External), Melanie MacGregor (V.P. Internal), Becky Drew, Caroline Mulroney (Honorary).
MOCK

PARLIAMENT
COMMERCE

Betty Ann Bryant, Duncan Morrison, Elizabeth Valleau.

GAMES

AT

CONCORDIA

BISHOP'S
The Bishop's University Commerce Society (BUCS) started "taking care of business" in January, 1992. BUCS was established to provide an opportunity for business students to participate in social and academic activities as to make their time spent at Bishop's University more meaningful and complementary to their studies. In addition, the Society allows business students and faculty members to interact in an effort to develop a relationship both inside and outside the classroom. Although the Society has only been around for one semester, it has already sent two students to the Atlantic Business Conference, participated in "friendly" sporting events against the pros, published its first newsletter, and threw a BUCS BASH!!! We are looking forward to the upcoming year with many great events planned.

This January, upon returning to school after a much needed Christmas break, 50 up-and-coming Bishop's students found something a bit more encouraging than their transcripts sitting in their mailboxes. This was a letter from the Alumni and Development Office asking to help give birth to an idea that had been stewing in the Office for awhile -- the Bishop's University Student Alumni Association. After receiving more information and a rough draft of the organization set-up, the group convened to Divinity House for their first meeting, lured by the promise of free pizza and refreshments.

The objectives of the group are to create and maintain liaisons and promote Bishop's University current and prospective students with alumni, faculty and staff. Activities and events, such as Homecoming, will be organized to bring together all those interested in the University. Alliances will also be formed with other Student Alumni Associations in Canada and abroad.

Plans are on the drawing board for an Alumni Day, in which you, as alumni, will be asked to return to your alma mater to talk to students about careers, the work force, etc....

STUDENT ALUMNI

FRONT ROW: Andrew Penhale, Tasia Lazaros, Timothy Wallace, John Rowe, Larry Miller.
SECOND ROW: Jody Brown, Rachel Douglas.
THIRD ROW: Kirsten Todd, Natalie Zegarra, Chris Fudge.
FOURTH ROW: Janice McFeeters, Kathleen Turner, Elizabeth Haffenden, Aaron Sheldon.
FIFTH ROW: Lynn Thomson, Jacqueline Frost.
MISSING: Kyla Brown, Donna Milligan, Leah Nash, Derek Colfer, Gordon Skinner.

ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Julie Trudeau, Jan McFeeters, Betty Ann Bryanton, Carson Lutz, Meghan Cochrane, Vince Beasse.
BACK ROW: Tim Parker, Janet Evans, Pierre Desmarais, Melanie Marchand, Fraser Cochrane, Eliane Guindon, Susan Bellamy, Brigitte Parent, Charlotte Embree, Gord Patchell, Brenda King, Rita Dumais.

B.U. MUSIC STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

FRONT ROW: Tanya Hodge, Pamela Hewitt, Jen Morin.
BACK ROW: Greg Wilson, Sean Steward, Eric Brissette, Bill Coleman.
FIRST ROW: James Marshall, Eric Dufresne (President), Holli Wheatcroft.
SECOND ROW: Paul Ciufo, Penny Begic, Terri Hannon.
MISSING: Martin Gagel.

FRONT ROW: Gary Royea (Business Manager), Natalie Ross (Production Manager), Maurice Crossfield (Sports Editor).
SECOND ROW: Paul Ciufo (Ex-Ed), Ian Hall-Beyer (Photography), Laurie Gagnier (Ed), Tina Smith (Layout Wench), Kevin MacPhee (Ad Manager).
EXECUTIVE

Left to Right:
Mark "Russ" Planche
Mobile Unit
Kim McLean
Special Events Coor.
Scott Auchinleck
Technical
Sonja Whatmore
Station Manager
Fraser Cochrane
Program Manager

RADIO BISHOP'S
550 AM
103.9 FM

The DJ'S
FRONT ROW: Robert Logan, Ted Grant, Jason Bachhuber, Sean Schurr.
SECOND ROW: Amanda Jones, Meredith Heinrich, Les Albert, Andrea Welburn, Cathy Scott, Bonnie MacDonald, Lesley Moore, Bill Starr, Kelly Cosgrove.
THIRD ROW: Joanna Finnegan, Janus Marshall, Glenn Jones, Lynne Denis, Gil Wong, Sue Bell, Deborah Raham, Chris Jones, Anne Marie Murray, Andrea Lorell, Lorra Easterbrook, Peter Dorken.
FOURTH ROW: Nadine Sapra, Judy Anderson, Meigan Guthrie, Janice Wigmore, David Ritchie, Matthew MacLean, Laurie Gagnier, Jennifer Driver, Tina Smith, Andrea Hunt.
STUDENT PATROL

FRONT ROW: Gary Greer, Michael McBride, Betty-Ann Bryanton, Eliane Guindon, Holli Wheatcroft, Kristen Todd, Brigitte Fabi.

SECOND ROW: Carol Lavalliere, Mark Bisson, Jeff McDowell, Steve Seehan, Martin Carrier.

THIRD ROW: Mike Adlard (President).

THE MARSHALLING SERVICE

FIRST ROW: Jason Allan, Tom Europe.
SECOND ROW: Don Simpson, Peter Lavaille (C.C.), Pierre Morrin, Chris Marrien, Chris Doucet, Corin Standish, Dana Young, Claude Cyrenne, Nick Palletto, Ian Gengros, David Macalister, Beth Henderson, Kim Allan, Cathy Cummings, Julie Maurier, Niki Hendershot.
READING WEEK /
SPRING BREAK
CJMQ
BEACH BASH
FASHION SHOW
'92
CONTINUED
The Comedy of Errors
BILLY THE KID
The Trial of Minnie McGee

by Micheal Hennessey

Micheal Kuhnert, Kristian Clarke, John Rolland, Eric Doiron, Robert Mulholland, Matthew Saunders, Sally Colwell, Gretel Meyer, Gillian Skupa
missing: Steve Norris, Tanya Apostolidis

THEATRE ACTIV '92

The Dumbwaiter

by Harold Pinter

David Russell
Chad Barclay
Valerie Reinis
David Menard
Phil Davidson

THEATRE ACTIV '92
GETTING RID OF HER
by Gretel G. Meyer
Kristen O'Connor
Graham Price
Erica Naish
Sheila Thomas
Allison Porter
THEATRE ACTIV '92

If Only they Could Talk
by John Rolland
Graham Douglas
Trevor McNaughton
Elizabeth DiFrancesco
Tom Guest
Elizabeth Wallace
Michelle Connoley
Natasha Nadir
Maureen McNeilley
Micheal Medland
Craig Rowan
THEATRE ACTIV '92
Academic Affairs:
Sandra Sullivan
James Hunter
Kate Garinther
Eric Brissette
Sean Watts

Financial Affairs: Media Affairs:
Ted Grant
Wendy Wark
Frank Barbeau
Dan Janidlo
Sonja Whatmore
Kim McLean
Scott Auchinleck
Fraser Cochrane

Kenner Cup: Kate Garinther

Presidential Affairs:
Kathy Cassidy
Robert Logan
Chad Schella
Gerry Morris
Sean Rowed

External Affairs:
George Jasper
Vicent Beasse
Kathy Dayholos
Kathy Cassidy

Joseph E. Cassar Award: Ray Lawson Award:
Gerry Morris
Kathy Cassidy

S.R.C. Merit Awards: Chad Schella
Rosemary Ryan
The men's basketball team made the play-offs for the 6th consecutive season. That's the good news - the bad news was that the Gaiters were hampered by a season long absence of 6'8" All-Star centre David Fisher due to a serious knee injury and a brutal January schedule which subsequently led to a poor win-loss record.

The Gaiters did show signs of potential beating the #1 ranked St. F.X. X-Men in exhibition and giving Concordia its only loss in league play. The team won the consolation championship of Queen's Invitational and the Saint John Golden Ball Classic and were finalists in the Carleton Invitational.

Captain Ted Branch was the team's Most Valuable Player, senior 3-point shooting phenomenon Tom Van Alstine was selected Most Improved Player and winner of the Garth Smith Team Award while Benoit Deschamps was selected team Rookie of the Year.

The Gaiters wish all the best for their two graduating starters Tom Van Alstine and Daniel Methot.
CHEERLEADING

SITTING: Kathy Williams (#7), Kerry Brock (#4), Lesley Buness (#11), Sara Heighway (#14), Melissa Frankovitch (#9).
STANDING: Jocelyn (Assistant Coach), Leslie Neasmith (#10), Jackie Frost (#8), Alice Hartling (#15), Andrea Lackey (#13), Meredith Watkins (#6), Tara Marsh (#5), Andrea Ferguson (#12), Toni Kordic Gass (Head Coach).

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

FRONT ROW: Melanie Machand.
SECOND ROW: Kim Perrier, Abbie Neil.
THIRD ROW: Sue Tomlinson, Cheryl MacIntyre, Jennifer Morin.
MISSING: Becky Conron (Coach), Lori Belair.
FIRST ROW: Ryan "Poke" Horn, Brad Dean, Steve Dobos, Colin Matthews, Graham Beatty, Kirk Coleman, Nick Clapinson, Mark Begg, Tim Taylor, Omar Tareen, John McArthur, Phil Lafavrest.
MISSING: James Rosenthal, Chris Wilson, Joe Adams, Scott White, Jeff Chisolm, Sherrif Tadros, Simon Hirtenstein, Graham Ross, Sam Cockcroft, Bill Robson, James Stewart, and of course Pascal St. Onge.

Men's rugby at Bishop's was unbelievable this year. Two full teams participated in weekly games in Montreal and the United States. Tours were made to New Brunswick and New York City where the Bishop's spirit will long be remembered.

Although we were dethroned as Quebec Champions by McGill in a close fought 11-9 loss, our men's teams did amazing by winning two prestigious tournaments in the States: 1991 Vermont Law School Champions and 1991 Manhattan 7's Champions.

Thank you to all who supported us through the year. Special thanks go to Tom Allen for his faith and understanding. Lissa McRae for her experience and organization, Nick Clapinson for his perseverance and leadership and to Bill Robson for his humour and deft goal kicking.

MEN'S RUGBY during the regular season.
at a tournament in the US.

On November 30, 1991 we attended the 34th annual Manhattan 7's tournament in New York City. The games were played right in the middle of Central Park and over 40 teams participated. Facing well known big U.S. colleges (i.e. Syracuse, Boston University, Cornell and Georgetown) was intimidating at first but as Tournament Champions we proved that Canadian rugby is still superior to that of the Americans. We will return to the Big Apple next year to defend our title.

FIRST ROW: Marshall Ross, Fred Koch, Colin Wilson, Greg Colby, Davin Allen.
SECOND ROW: Nick Clapinson, Paul Aikhurst, Mark Begg, James Rosenthal, Chris Wilson, Ari Ondrack, Rob Johnson.
THIRD ROW: Brad Dean, Colin Matthews, Kirk Coleman, Scott Simon, Graham Ross.
FOURTH ROW: Graham Beatty, Phil Lafavrest, Pat Gourley.
WOMEN’S RUGBY

BACK: Nathalie Patinaude, Llew Crone, Cindy Hamilton, Laurie, Kirsten Todd, Lynda Trie, Suzanne Sinclair, Anne Marie Poudre, Sarah Edire, Meigan Guthrie, Isabelle LaFortune, Jocelyn Cook, Laura Cooper, Pascal Lavallee, Tom Saiano.
MISSING: Maxime Sawyer, Isabelle Roch, Isabelle Pepin.

WOMEN’S FIELD

HOCKEY

FRONT ROW: Megan McMulkin, Kara Hatt, Sheri Ryan, Anjeanette Lemay, Jill Barclay, Ormilla Seecharan.
BACK ROW: Michelle Arnold, Renske Machor, Kathy Dalgos, Heather Gordon.
MISSING: Jennifer Quinn, Vanessa Silver, Francesca Farreau, Romy Frezeu.
This year was a banner season for the Gaiter V-Ballers, if only for the reason that we finally got a coach. This was by far the most successful season in the team's four year history with a combined match record of 9 wins and 10 losses. (That may sound like a lousy record to you, but when you've been totally shut out for two years, it's a miracle.) For the first time ever the Volleyball Gaiters participated in several tournaments south of the border, beating such schools as Boston College, Holy Cross and Dartmouth. The season finished on a high note as the Gaiters pushed nationally number 2 ranked Sherbrooke to the limit, before losing 15-12 in the last game. Next year promises to be just as exciting as the last, especially if we have a coach again!

FIRST ROW: Andrew "Grouper" Penhale, Randy Dowden, Cam Phillips, Chris Collinson.
SECOND ROW: Des Neil.
THIRD ROW: Nobody.
FOURTH ROW: Ian Gengos, Andre "French Guy" Bonneville.
FIFTH ROW: Bret Nicholls, Chris Gregory, Glen Purves.
GOLF TEAM

LEFT TO RIGHT: Hugh Scott, Jacques Lepine, Robert Logan, Sean Donnachie, Garth Smith (Coach), Stuart Musgrave.
MISSING: Tim Johnston, Dave MacLennan.

CROQUET

Elvis (top left), Diane Keirstead (top right), Paul Judson (bottom left), Kerry Brock (bottom right).
MISSING: Luc Rodrigue.

ROCK CLIMBING

FRONT ROW: Luc Picard, Andrew Fraser, Tina Antle.
BACK ROW: , Renska Macour, Christine Bishop, Howie Rahn, Kim McLean, Francois Gascon.

FRONT: Jamie Catheart, Christina Catheart.
SITTING: Grant Sherrifs, Chantale Pomerleau, Nancy Humphry, Helen Wellman, Annick Rejotte, Jeff Catheart, Tine Smith, Erin Holmes, Janet Shufelt, Kevin Doherty.
STANDING: Pascal Lavalle, Andrea Grinham, Lori McHarg, Jane Brydges, Isabelle Roch, Isabelle Boutin, Sue Nichol, Alison McCreath, Laurie Gagnier.
Bishop's University Ski Team

The 91-92 ski season has been most excellent. The team has made tremendous strides forward since its founding five years ago by Allistor Griffin. From financial ruin to financial success, we moved from the bottom of the pile to the top when our own Shannon Bisset came first at Stoneham. We've shown great things so "flip an omelette" for B.U.S.T.! To all our faithfuls all I can say is "Buy a Hot Dog, Support the Ski Team", and to all my fellow B.U.S.T. members, "ski fast like a hockey puck". Many thanks also to Donan Contractors, Philip's Cable, White and White Brotons, Bronelle, Mom and Dad, Tilden, Newfoundland Containers, Allisten Griffin, Greg Dibbin, Too Rad, Gateance Limited, Walter Donken, the Plex staff, and Sean McDonals. "Thanks Coach!"

Scott White
B.U.S.T. Captain

Gavin Baird, Shannon Bisset, Sana Chapple, Peter Dorken, Rob Gooch, Christi Grout, Meagan Hawes, Matt Hamilton, Alexander Kanok, Fred, Sean McDonald (Coach), Joal MaEwen, Jeff Pankes, Steve Popouski, Andrew Smith, Rob Stevens, Scott White (Captain), Lorraine Bucknell, Sandy Nahness, Rob Allat, Steve Bourbonnais, Jagermeister, Johnny Tukok.
SNOWBOARDING

Simon Hirsh, Nikki Heslin, Duff Williamson, John Rowe, Justin Doyle, Ryan Creary, Bryan Dollack, Jennifer the Great, Mike Spratt, Mario Zaclardelli, Andrew Zollinger, Dave Verbiwski.

"I know a lot of people who used to ski, I don't know anyone who used to snowboard."
GOLF
Robbie Fisk

TENNIS
Colin Feasby

BADMINTON
Women's Doubles
  Kim McKell & Stephanie Smith
Mixed Doubles
  Kim & Rob McKell

ROAD RACE
Marc Brittain
  Tiffany Crook

DUENN CUP (RELAY RACE)
Science Jocks

MEN'S TOUCH FOOTBALL
The Chiefs

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Tequila Sunrise

CO-ED SOFTBALL
The Bottlecaps

WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Gaiterettes

MEN'S SOCCER
NDG

MEN'S HOCKEY (I & II)
The Happy Fun Team
  B.U. Slugs

CO-ED SPONGE HOCKEY
Undertakers II

MEN'S BALL HOCKEY
C.R.C. Crushers

WOMEN'S BALL HOCKEY
Polar Bears

CO-ED BROOMBALL
Broomball Bruisers

CO-ED CURLING
Mike Spence

CO-ED WATERPOLO
The Leaches

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Why Ask Why

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Out of Res

M.V.P. MALE
Andrew Seymour

M.V.P. FEMALE
Stephanie Smith

TEAM OF THE YEAR
Science Jocks

REFEREE OF THE YEAR
Dave Larsen

Ray Almond Award
(Awarded for the most unselfish contribution to Athletics at Bishop's University.)

Jim Doherty

Jim joins a select group of previous Ray Almond Award winners. Since 1968, Jim has been janitor at the John H. Price Sports Centre and has been involved either with pre-game or post game activities for every event held at the stadium or in the Sports Centre since its opening in September 1975. He has given Bishop's University Athletics his services seven days a week when called upon to do so. Jim takes great pride in his work and has always been available to the task at hand. Jim is looking forward to his retirement later this spring.
Male Athlete Of The Year

Silvio Martel

This year's recipient is record-setting All-Canadian quarterback, Silvio Martel. A 23 year old native of Brampton, Ontario, Silvio had a story book season leading the Gaiters to their second consecutive regular season OQIFC Championship and third in four years. Silvio was named team MVP, OQIFC All-Star, Alouette Alumni Award winner (most valuable Quebec University football player), 1st team All-Canadian and was the OQIFC Most Outstanding Player and consequently a nominee for the Hec Crighton Award (Most Outstanding Player in the country).

If that wasn't enough, Silvio broke two OQIFC records - most yards in a season (2374) and most pass attempts in a season (278). As well, Silvio's 2374 single season yards places him in 3rd overall on the all-time CIAU list.

On the season, Silvio completed 143 passes in 278 attempts (51%), an average of 16.6 yards, and threw for 13 touchdowns.

Female Athlete Of The Year

Shannon Bisset

For the first time since 1978, a Bishop's skier, Shannon Bisset, a 21 year old native of Sudbury, Ontario, has been named Bishop's Female Athlete of the Year.

Undoubtedly, the most dominant Bishop's female skier in over a decade, Shannon earned one gold and one bronze medal in Giant Slalom at a FQSE meet in Quebec City this winter. A second time team MVP, Shannon placed 4th overall in the FSQE finals and was the lone Bishop's representative on the Inter-Continental Cup Meet team, placing 12th in a meet which featured skiers from Italy, Czechoslovakia, France, U.S.A. and Canada. Shannon, although attaining star status is very involved in team funding and is regarded by team members as a spiritual leader.
Runner-ups in the annual tongue contest.

The Winner is: MONSTER
(no picture was published since it may scare the young)
THINGS WE PUT ON OUR HEADS !!!!
THE DU CHEER
RAISE A TOAST TO
BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY
ON
THE MIGHTY MASSAWIPPI SHORE
WE'RE CONDITIONED

TO OUR FATE

WE WILL NEVER
GRADUATE
WE WILL STAY HERE

FOREVER MORE
COLLEGE DAYS

WILL LINGER EVER IN

OUR HEARTS
WEARING GOWNS

RAISING HELL
AND
QUAFFING ALE
AND WE'LL SHOW

ESPRIT DE CORPS
AS WE WATCH

THE

GAITERS

ROAR

ON TO VICTORY
SO RAISE

YOUR BEER MUGS AND

YOUR LITTLE BROWN JUGS
TO BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY

RAISE A TOAST TO BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY ON THE MIGHTY MASSAWIPPI SHORE WE'RE CONDITIONED TO OUR FATE WE WILL NEVER GRADUATE WE WILL STAY HERE, FOREVER MORE

COLLEGE DAYS WILL LINGER EVER IN OUR HEARTS WEARING GOWNS, RAISING HELL AND QUAFFING ALE AND WE'LL SHOW ESPRIT DE CORPS AS WE WATCH THE GAITERS ROAR ON TO VICTORY

SO RAISE YOUR BEER MUGS AND YOUR LITTLE BROWN JUGS TO BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY
CAPTURED ON FILM
FOREVER
Beasts at BU
HUMANITIES
Dr. R. Bailey
Prof. J. Benson
Mr. R. Brown
Dr. R.B. Burns
Dr. M. Carle
Dr. B. Caron
Dr. M.I. Childs
Mr. G. Di Lallo
Ms. C. Duda
e
Dr. J.D. Eby
Dr. G.F. Engelbreten
Dr. A.M. Eronstrom
Dr. D. Fischlin
Dr. L. Gaskell
Dr. T. Gordon
Dr. L. Green
Dr. L.G. Harvey
Dr. R.A. Jenkins
Dr. L.W. Keffe
Ms. M. Lauher
Dr. A.P. Macdonald
Dr. K. McLean
Dr. J. Norman
Ms. D. Pottriss
Dr. G.V. Retzlaff (Dean)
Profs. V & J Rideout
Prof. D.K.H. Riegel
Dr. J. Rittenhouse
Dr. W.A. Shearon
Dr. D. Seale
Mr. S. Sheeran
Prof. D. Sorensen
Dr. G. Trottein
Ms. S. Ward

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Mr. D. Westman
Prof. R.F. Barnett
Mr. T.K. Baxter
Dr. W.L. Benjamin
Dr. S.L. Black
Dr. D.J. Booth
Dr. M.H. Clark-Jones
Mr. J. Crooks
Dr. L. Czerni
Mr. H. Diab
Dr. A. Drumheller
Dr. G. Family
Mr. M. Fox
Prof. G.S. Groves
Ms. M. Hall-Buyer
Dr. C.B. Haver
Mr. M. Islam

GRADS (NAMES ONLY)
Ahmad Ikhwan
Abdul Ghani
Stephen Acland
Shari Aikins
Richard Andrews
Judy Anto
Andrew M. Arminen
Thomas E. Atherton
Chantel Auger
Helen M. Austin
Mahava Awanludin
Brigitte Baillargeon
Peter Baillie
Lesley A. Balog
Chad W. Barclay
Anders Bard
Anthony G. Bell
Ann Benson
Steven G. Bethell
Laura M. Bissia
don
Benjamin Bomber
Michaell Brouillard
Kelly M. Campbell
Catherine M. Campbell
Sheryl Ann Campbell
Donald P. Chapdelaine
Andre Chapron
Claude Charpentier
Alan L. Chittoe
Robert Chifn
Darreli Christo
Lynne Cliche
Laura Comeau
Michelle Comtois
Nicole M. Corbin
Jonathan P. Da Silva
Philip J. Davidson
Paula J. Davis
Francoise De Freydeau
Joseph Debois
Josslyn A. Dennett
Martin L. Devitt
Jacinthe Dion
Melissa A. Dodd
John D. Douey
Nadia-Sophie Duplessis
Lynne Dupuis
Robert Dymond
Eric Edwards
Derrick K. Farnham
Lori L. Foukner
Heather J. Forman
Stephane Fortin
Lora-Anne Frith
Douglas Fyfe
Janice E. Gaboury
Martin W. Gagel
Anne Gagnon
Ann M. Gallery
Tanya Jane Gilmour

Andre Giroux
Lynne Gosselin
Marie-France Gravel
Christopher G. Guthrie
Jerrold D. Hall
Rebecca Ham
Robert E. Hand
Elizabeth Harling-Niaggar
Yvonne Healy
Randy E. Heatherington
Philip Hebert
Emmanuelle Hery
Mary S. Hodgson
Cecil W. Hosein
Paul D. Huestis
Marcus E. Hultin
Jean Jenkins
Owen B. Jenkins
Gordon R. Jones
Sarah E. Jones
Brian Kalisz
Edward A. Kelly
Brian R. Kerr
Gary T. King
Mohamed Ali Kojok
Cathie C. Lank
David A. Larsen
Chong Heang Lee
Jennifer T. Lehman
Jennifer M. Lewis

J. Heather Macinnis
Michael N. Mansour
Christine A. Martin
Dean Megraith
Paul Mchenry
Sean R. McIntyre
Marius A. McKinnon
Jason A. Mclean
Daniel A. Mcmahon
D. Trecor McNaughton
Badrul Hisham Md Isa
Danielle Melcanon
P. David Menard
Ian E. Millar
Todd A. Miller
Alan Morris
David Niency
Willa A. Nohl
Michael O'beirne
Michael J. Parish
Patrick M. Poisson
Alex L. Ponton
Karen A. Potvin
Steven M. Power
Pamela L. Quirk
Jeffrey C. Reichheld
Peter J. Reid
Fiona Robertson
Luc Rodrigue
Mitchell Ross

Michel Roy
Tommaso Saiano
Marina Salvatore
J. Matthew Saunders
Colleen Claudia Servant
Andrew M. Seymour
Andrew W. Sharp
Colette S. Skalo
James Smith
Nadine M. Smith
Leanne Steuart
Iljia Strezskoski
France Thiavault
Tyler H. Thomson
Jody A.A. Timson
Michael Tugman
Freda C. Van Putten
Samuel A. Vise
Vanessa Von Eicken
Sue E. Waterhouse
Tova A. White
Elizabeth A. Whita
Katherine P. Williams
Laura L. Wingfield
Rebecca Woods
Dianne C. Zamborsky
SERI ROHAYU ABAS
TG Karang, SDE, M'sia
BA Hon. Eco, Ma. Pol.
Thanks to God, my family, peers and friends. Everything you all did to, for and with me is truly appreciated. So long Bishop's & Canada. Thanks for the authentic seasons and memories.

KIMBERLEY ALLAN
Chateauguay, Quebec
BA Mj. Psychology
My days at B.U. may be over but I will take with me in May so many memories & good friends. (You all know who you are!) Pollack '89, Munster '88 and way up the hill '91. It's over now!!

LIZZY AMBLER
Toronto, Ontario
BA Mj. Geo, Ma. Eco
Time rolls on, people touch and then they are gone. Thank you Mom and Dad and a terrific group of friends.

DZULRIZA ASMAT
Kuala Lumpur, M'sia
BA Hon. Economics
Thanks Bah and Mak for every single thing, especially for sending me all that $ for my "groceries"!! You're one of a kind, thanks! Malaysia, thank u for no winters: I hate snow!!!!

HELEN AUSTIN
Lemoisneville, Quebec
BA Mj. Drama

KIMBERLEY ALLAN
Chateauguay, Quebec
BA Mj. Psychology
My days at B.U. may be over but I will take with me in May so many memories & good friends. (You all know who you are!) Pollack '89, Munster '88 and way up the hill '91. It's over now!!

MAURO J. BARONE
Montreal, Quebec
BA Pol. Sci./Clu. Stu.
It has truly been a wonderful sojourn, sadly, it too must end. Forever in debt to B.U. for the many fond memories. Thank you Mom-Dad. Thank you Marisa for believing in me. Farewell.

RAY BARLOW
Mississauga, Ontario
BA Mj. Economics
Over the years at Bishop's I have met a lot of good friends, and have had too many good times. At Bishop's Wed thru Sat are great. It's the Sundays I will not miss. To friends: Good Luck.

VINCENT BEASSE
Stanstead, Quebec
BA Hon. Pol. Science
"Life's a rollercoaster" & 3 years at B.L. confirms that! Thanks to everyone who made this ride have more ups than downs; NS & BC; LP & Larivee; The flying ashtray & seche; Salmar's & the Lion; 133.

CHANTAL R. BATT
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Humanities
"May I be excused? My brain is full". Of what, Chauncey? -La French Conn; Bingo, Bango, Bongo & Irv; Unka Festers Hasbidi; people of the pool; p'tite crotte; & Signif. Significant others Tachus!

JAYSON S. AQUILANTI
Oakville, Ontario
Always hold on to the memories 'cause memories are what keeps you coming back... To a great 3 years. Thanx Mom and Dad for values never forgotten. I finally made it!

THOMAS ATIERTON
Cambridge, Ontario
BA Mj. English
Great times and great friends... Borns... Bell's... Morning spells. Special thanks to Vic, Michel. Thanks for always being there for me Mom and Dad! Cogito, ergo sum.
Kathleen Beauchesne
Arthabaska, Quebec
BA Business, Economics
Thanks Bish for these great years.
Unforgettable memories of AIESEC and ADPI. Mom, dad, I made it!!!

Brenda-Shariika Beaudoin
BA Fine Arts
Cycle sinners from voodoo hell are dead. My candles & incense are fading
away while I'm still waiting on memo-
ries promised. So be it-I'm off to ride my
crystal ship. Later ... Peace.

Stephanie Benner
Barrie, Ontario
BA MJ, BEC
The conclusion only happens when
you tire of thinking. Always remember
jammin' in Jamaica, powwows and
and Buda. Thanks to IFDCROMLEYS
CHO and especially 'The Frog' wuratu,
tanilew.

Ray Bernard
Laval, Quebec
BA MJ, Geo, M. Psh.
Sometimes people don't forget but it
would be nice if they didn't remember.
Oh ya! To the Boys.

Masja Becker
Toronto, Ontario
BA MJ, German
Such a fine memory I think I'm going
to take it with me. Bob Segar. Thank
Guys at 162 for all the fun laughs. It
was breathless. Dank je wel mam en papa!!!

Wendy L. Bedford-Jones
St. Catharines, Ontario
BA Humanities, MJ, Cla, Stu,
Maj. Fine Arts
An incredible 3 1/2 years. Sooo many
great times and good memories. Thanks
B.U., friends, family and M&D.

Carey Booth
Canmore, Alberta
BA Hon. History
To Glenmorons, Elks, Does, Skiers,
Kayakers, Bikers and everyone who did
anything because they weren't afraid to
try. Thanks family, for sacrifice and
love. Keep it simple, keep it skiing.

Gregory A. Bellas
Beaconsfield, Quebec
LRs, Massawippi, and college, Great
memories- the great anerobic times...
WWF, Hallowen, etc... To the boys RO,
GH, SB, SM, RH, and finally JM. I'll see
you all in my nightmares, Homers #1.

Wendy Booth
Thornhill, Ontario
BA MJ, Bus., M. Econ.
We're here for a good time not a long
time! Road trips, skiing, BB & Bess!

Tanya Bellehumeur
Sutton, Quebec
BA Hon. English

David 'Bear' Boultbee
Kettleby, Ontario
BA MJ, Bus./Eco.
Well Dad, another BU grad from
the Boultee clan. Thanks to both you &
Mom for your support no matter what.
Thanks also to Peaches, who keeps me
going & everyone else who helped.
DENNIS BOYD  
Edmundston, N.B.  
BA Mj. Eco.  
It’s been a blast. To all my friends, you 
know why you are, thanks for making 
the tough times easier and the good 
times great! Mack., Abbott, 15#401. 
Great memories, cheers!  

JACQUELINE BROWNELL  
Saint John, N.B.  
Memories of 10 L-Forks, the Loft, 234 
Mac, RoDC, a stage on a birthday, pub-
lic bathrooms? roadtrips, SNL addicts, 
& the Malt. Thanks M&D, Pookins, 
MMM, and friends for 4 wicked years.

KIMBERLY BOZAK  
Calgary, Alberta  
BA Hon. Pol. Stu.  
Bishop’s has been quite the experience. 
Pink house, tequila, Buffalo, Pookie
and even lights. The friends made will never 
be forgotten. Thanks so much Mom & 
Dad. Love you always! T.F.A.F.

LESLEY A. BUNESS  
Nepean, Ontario  
Dtc. Hum, Br, Hist+Lit  
Thanks Mom and Dad and the Lady 
Gaiters- my family away from home. 
Memories incl. van rides from hell, my 
rookies, SM, CVB, AH, AL, KB, cursing 
AB, Reed and Mackinnon. Long live the 
elbow.

MARC JAMES BRITTA~  
Charlottetown, P.E.I.  
Good-bye Bishop’s, hello real world. 
It’s time to play somewhere else. Thanks 
to PB, HR, SB, PR, SM & JC, Nor201, the 
Ritz, Lion, G, and other homes—I’ll be 
back. Chris & Monica you’re awesome.

JENNIFER A. BURK  
Nepean, Ontario  
BA Mj. Bus./Geo.  
I’m out of here! Great times: Pub stuff, Big 
Buddies, BACCHUS - Great places: 
Mac haunted hse, Cancun Colorado — 
Great friends: RM, Noodle, PF H1, KM & 
ES (Sept 28/91)! Always ask: Why? 
Thanks Mom&Dad!

C. CAMPBELL  
Lennoxville, Quebec  
BA Mj. Eng. Fine Arts  
MMM, G-166, m-waterfights, tequila, 
yellow house, A-Phi, Rona, Florida, the 
Gazebo, La Bar crowd, maltoniere, the 
arches “Thanks to my family & remem-
ber: “Keep passing the open windows” 
J. Irving.

DAVID J. BROOKS  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  
Great people and great fun! Thank you 
so much: Bishop’s, M&D, the Chiefs, the 
Boys, these days will not be forgotten.

KERRY A. BROCK  
Beaconsfield, Quebec  
BA DSS  
Later Gaiters; Great memories Norton, 
Apt1, HalfwayHouse wine cards and Mr. 
Man. F-Ball games, Grad, great friends, 
and Lady Gaiter van rides from hell! 
Thanks Mum, Dad, for 3 great years!!

JENNIFER L. CHALMERS  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Mj. Sociology  
BU has been an experience that will be 
hard to top! Thanx to Shelagh, Chels, Jo, 
Sara+M+Joe+ especially Jason 4 an 
icredible 2 1/2 years. Remember 
B.Falls? Girl drink drank!

ANDREW REA BROWN  
Beaconsfield, Quebec  
BA Mj. Cla.Stu., Ms. His/Drama 
Drama Pood’80-82, Campus (independ-
ent) 88-90, Norton days nights years 
88-92, “People who I’ve met, who I’ve 
cared about and who I’ll miss.” Thanks 
especially to RH, LB, KA, NP, KM, “T”, 
RDK, AH.

GRANT I.S. CHAPMAN  
Maitland, Ontario  
BA Mj. Geography  
Bye to the Country Club. It’s been a 
great membership! Thx to: Daragh, Jes, 
John, Reave, Kris, Hal & the rest. Thx 
to my family & Dad even though you’re 
gone you’ll never be forgotten.
ALEXANDRA N. CHROBOK
Madison, New Jersey
I was far away and free, if you ever find a moment, spare a thought for me... special thanks to my family and friends. I'll miss you all. I did it!

PAUL J. CIUFO
Grand Bend, Ontario
BA Hon. Politcs, Maj. Eng
I climbed a mountain and pondered, why, seeking answers beyond 'because it was there'. Thanks to those who helped me along the way!

DEBRA L. CLOUGH
North Hatley, Quebec
BA Psych/Bus
Think of me when you are far away and free, if you ever find a moment, spare a thought for me... special thanks to my family and friends. I'll miss you all. I did it!

MEGHAN COCHRANE (MAG)
Wolfville, N.S.
BA Hon. Mus., Maj. Drama
Thanks Mom & Dad this was the fastest 4 years I've ever had! I'll miss you all! I wish I could thank everyone, but you know who you are. Don't forget to smile. Let the music play! Maggie.

KATHLEEN CONNER
Doreal, Quebec
BA: Business
Dah could be found grinding at the hangar, enjoying GNO & big sucks, after all she is the worst one. Attention au depart #547. HEEHHEEHEHEH! Price is the price you have to pay! $10.

RAQUEL CHISHOLM
Rivermie, N.B.
BA Hon. History
I wouldn't trade these last four years for anything. Basketball games, eucer nights, turkey dinners. These experiences have shaped me and their memories will sustain me. Thans guys!!

WILLIAM J. COLEMAN JR
Oakville, Ontario
BA Maj. Eco., Min. Bus
This has been an adventure! Love to Alana. Thanx guys. Special: Pat, T, Scoob, Pamm, Doolittle, Soccer, NE: Cafe a Tout, Magog, Florida, Princeton (not), NY, ND, Com., Game, Relax, it'll happen. CIAO.

LAURA COMEAU
BA Maj. Drama
Thanks to all the crazy drammies (students and faculty), Charmaine and Liz for all the good times and pep talks, and KICKBACK! Wouldn't have been as fun without you guys!!

J. JODY COOPER
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. Drama
The virtue of man also will be the state of character which makes a man good and which makes him do his own work well." Aristotle

TARA K. COPE
Georgetown, Quebec
BA Hon. His, Min. French
The past is not so long ago & tomorrow may be fine! BU was great: Rona, half-wit-house, Campus & Montserrat, Alpha, Wagner, Pub, SMFTP, Grad '91 & '92, to great friends...CW love ya! Thanks Mom & Dad.

HOLLY J. COPESTICK
Oakville, Ontario
Holidays must end as you know. All is memory taken home with me: Pollack, 20 Conley, 18 Reid & Little Forks fest, Zeta Gamma. Thks M & D, all my great friends and SG. AOE forever.

SERGIO R. CORREIA
Montreal, Quebec
"Learn your theories well, but put them aside when you touch the miracle of life." C. Jung. PsyClub-Press, The Campus, Daytona, Hymen-House. Thess! It was memorable, Tans "PC, ML, MC, & Mom."
KELLY COSGROVE
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj. Psychology
Wondrous is the strength of cheerfulness, and its power of endurance - the cheerful will do more, do it better and persevere in it longer! Thanks to Mom, RR, SB, ADP, Rez Staff '91-'92. BYE.

DEREK R. COX
Kirkland, Quebec
BA Hon. Economics
What a long strange trip indeed. Had a blast but it is time I was on my way. Special thanks to Molson, the Lion, the dismal science and Mom. Good times, LBS, the river, GB, GH, RH.

SARAH CRAIG
Brockville, Ontario
BA Mj. English
"College days will ever linger in our hearts." Mackinon, 20 Conley, 11 Little Forks, Zeta Gamma/Alpha Phi. Thanks M & D & all my wonderful friends at B.U. AEO as ever, xoxo.

MEREDITH A. CUDNEY
BA Mj. Political Science
Pollack Hall, the "Cottage", red worts, 4 Conley, late night roller blading, and the unforgettable disco with Mr. "Iron-Hips".

TERRI CUMBERLAND
Fredericton, N.B.
Mum & Dad, I made it! Lis & Les, you've made my university life complete, I love you guys! Dear Ger, always remember "Behind every golden door, stands a woman".

MELANIE B. CURTIS
Manotick, Ontario
BA Hon. Psychology
You would think after 4 years I would have something deep and profound to say, but no. Thanks to friends and profs. Special thanks, Dave, Mom and Dad.

ANDREW JAMES CUTLER
Toronto, Ontario
BA Mj. Politics
"If life is a snowflake, then let's go skiing". Aristotle (I think) it has been great cheers to all my friends. Thanks Hol, sis, Mom and Dad.

DANIELLE DAIGLE
Disraeli, Quebec
BA Mj. Eng., Mj. French
Certainly I can't say it's been one great party. However, I know I will look back on these years and smile with satisfaction. Thank you Bishop's.

KATHARINE M. D'AMICO
St. Catharines, Ontario
BA French, Mj. Italian
All splendid deeds are caught into the sky and sit to light the ages. the one good thing from pole to pole is called simplicity of soul. -Phillips.

DAVID J.N. DARWIN
BA Hon. Psychology
I'm finished! Thanks to some good professors friends Cindy - BCCF-ISA and most of all God who brought me from the Caribbean to Bishop's.

LISA DAVEY
Dorval, Quebec
Thanks to Bish for all the great memories: Pot lucks, too many coffee breaks & great pre-Pub parties (Steve Miller) I'll always cherish the great friendships I made. Thanks Jo, Les & Ter.

VINCENT de GRANDPRE
Outremont, Quebec
BA Economics
GUY DEEGAN
Two-Mountains, Quebec
"Like a bird on a wire, like a drunk in a midnight choir I have
tried in my way to be free" skateshkeskske? Wanna dance? I
only walked her home honest? Thex to all! Go hard or go home!

CATHERINE W. DONOHUE
Montreal, Quebec
BA Maj. Bus., Mn. Flk
Finally made it ... no more
accounting! Wonderful memories:
ADPi, card games, 4D's Bk.
dancing at the Pub, Buffalo!
Thank you to all my friends & to
my parents! Alla prossima volta!

GUYLAINE DURANCEAU
St. Stanislas, Quebec
BA Maj, CDN Studies
When I started at Bishop's, I
knew very little of English and
with the help of my friends and
profs, my learning went by very
successfully and joyfully.

PATRICK W.C. EGGER
Montreal, Quebec
So many great memories BBday
with JD and KG, road trips to Flk
and "Princeton", nights at Marie's
wings, the gang at 22, cards in
Norton; Special thanks to BCAG,
PHNS, Mom and Dad, BYE.

HUSSAM ELNAZER
Tripoli, Lebanon
BA Maj. Business
A special thanks to my family
and all my friends; you guys are
the best! Will remember the ulti-
mate experience at B.U. Special
salute to agents N.LB. Good-bye
Canada, hello Lebanon.

SORAIYA FAISOL
Bp. Johor, Malaysia
Thank you to all my profs &
friends who make my life at
Bishop's a memorable one & my
family for the moral support. My
fiance Bill, Se Agapo Perle. We
made it & see you in M'sia soon!

CHARLTON FARMER
Montreal, Quebec
BA Maj. Bus./Eco.
Some said it could not be done.
Some even placed great effort to
ensure it wouldn't be done, but it's
done! Thanks to all who assisted
in getting it done.

GILLIAN E. DONVITO
Rosemere, Quebec
"I came I saw ... I survived"
whoa! 3 years of lifetime memo-
ries & friends: Norton 29l, wine
nights (IRBTTA) Pub-Abbott-
Cancun-FFPs-Lip Sync-Grad-
"Bananas"-halfwayhouse * loved
it all thanks M&d.

DEREK DOYLE
Ajax, Ontario
BA Maj. Bus./Eco.
Bishop's-What a luxurious
place! Pool at the Len anyone?
Roadies to Flk, Maine, Boston!
Int. Hockey-Chiefs! Beta: Special
thanks to Cath, Bob, Ang, and
especially Mom & Dad! See ya.

RANDY FEQUET
St. Augustin, Quebec
BA Maj. Business

NANCY M. FEDEERSEN
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA Hon. Art His, Mn. Psy
Many thanks to Pat, Adele,
Chris, and especially to Monique.
I will miss you!
KIM FESSENDE
Black Caps, Quebec
BA Mj. English
The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom.

PHILIPPE A. FRAPPIER
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA Mj. Drama
I would like to thank my Mom & Dad & my brother Luc for all their support. To all Beta's, it's been fun-6 Ride St.-90/91-Road trips-best of luck to MH Sr.SA-.

CINDY A. FINN
Pointe-Claire, Quebec
BA Hon. Psychology
Our time here so brief; our memories so rich! The tea+KD, track walks & bog talks, price-is-right & Pub nights, Babs, Bette & California dreaming got us thru. thanx M&D, KAT, JL, KA, JG, CC, Mr.

LISA FROGGATT
Toronto, Ontario
BA Mj. Drama
I don’t remember, I don’t recall, I don’t have any memory of it all B.B.R.D. H.H.T.G.M.G.T.B.B.S. A.S.L.F.S.J.M.C.N.J. I won’t say good-bye my friends for you and I will meet again. Ciao.

JOANNA FINNEGAN
Toronto, Ontario
BA Mj. Sociology
Though summer turns 2 winter & present disappears, the laughter we shared together will echo thru the years. thanx 2 all who made the memories -a Mum, the wind beneath my wings.

Laurie J. Gagnier
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. History
First and foremost I’d like to thank my Mom. Without her I never would have made it. To all my friends, I wish you every happiness. Many thanks to the History & Religion depts. Gollygawg.

NOREEN FLAHERTY
Pointe-Claire, Quebec
Thanks to the good friends we have and the good friends we have lost along the way! Good luck to Alpha Phi & KG-MM 4-ever slugs on the couch! I love you Mom, Dad. Scott I’m out there.

Sophie Gailloz
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA Mj. Eco/Bus.
My memories of Bish: NDG Soccer, learning English, to drink & when to stop ... drinking! Thanks to my friends especially Richard, who helped me make it through.

MICHEL FRANCO
Chateauguay, Quebec
BA Political Economy
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less travelled by, and that has made all the difference. Special thanks to TL, all my friends, and especially to Mom & Dad. Thanks Bishop’s.

ALANA GALLANT
Charlottetown, PEI
BA Mj. Pol. Sci., Mt. Pey
Special memories of NSPEP, Wha & Mungo in enjoying lethal B'days, grease parties, murder mystery, shreddeeks, nutricol nights & trips to NYC, Boston & Florida. Bill-Love always. Thanks Mom.
PAMELA M. GAUVIN  
Ste-Therese, Quebec  
BA Mj. Geography  
I can't believe it's time to move on. It was fun while it lasted. Tks Scott for all the support and good times and to my friends who always managed to be there when you needed them I couldn't have done it without you guys. Tks M+D.

TANYA L. GERBER  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Hon. Sociology  
All good things must come to an end. Thx to all those who made BU special. CL AB LL BT LL SB CL DS + SB Fole DA L much thx Mom + Dad 85 Queen EL Shaddai Lion Pub Belize class!

MARK CARVER GIBB  
Lennoxville, Quebec  
BA Mj. Geography  
What a time. What a life. Mack 20 Conley Pink House Little Forks words of wisdom - live life on the edge bc the view is a lot better. Chow JH YW the boys Tks MSF+DSM where the "S" is my jeep.

BROCK HENRY GIBBS  
Otterburn Park, Quebec  
BA Hon. Politics  
Thanks Mom, Dad, Kelly, P.J. "He found the Archimedeanc pt, but he used it against himself; it seems that he was only permitted to find it under this condition. Franz Kafka.

SHAYNE L. GILLIATT  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Mj. Geo./Sociology  
What a long strange trip it's been - don't forget the road trips! Cheers boys - thanx to a roommate who was like a brother. (D) I love ya-HC. Thanx Mom and Dad - it's over for now! See ya B.U.

GORD GRAHAM  
Shawville, Quebec  
BA Hon. History  
Too bad I graduated ahead of you guys. Quaff a pint or two for me next year. Don't worry we'll meet again to relive old times as we pick up our welfare cheques.

CHARMAINE D. GRENEK  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Humanities, Mj. Bus.  
The great Guru, San Scales all nighter, exotic places & wasted time. Many thanks to family, mentors & friends for love and laughs.

SUSAN GRESLEY-JONES  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Psychology  
"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm". Never cease exploring. Go where there is no path and leave a trail. Where we love is home! Thanks JC JW SD MG+D Erik remember me!

KATHLEEN GRIMM  
King, Ontario  
BA Mj., His., Mn. German  
Now what?!

MICHEAL W. GROVES  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA Social Science  
It's been an incredible time. Emotional, educational and always interesting. I'd like to thank everyone involved for a great experience!

ELIANE B. GUINDON  
Ile Bizard, Quebec  
BA Mj. Bus./Music  
Courage is the first of human qualities because it is the quality which guarantees all others save one day at a time! AdiPi-AESEC Together forever as friends MG, JG, CH, RP, CP, FB, Mom & Dad.
JENNIFER HALL
Halifax, N.S.
BA Mj. Business
It's been amazing! Soosma, the Glenmore Angies, H2O Polo, rugby, golf, Roots '89, Moose, SDSU sailing, California, canoe races and all my roommates! Good luck everyone! Thanks Mom and Dad!

LIANNE APRIL HALL
Montreal, Quebec
BA Political Studies
Key to life-nonconformity! Graduation, what a feeling! To good friends & great memories C.B. & Y.A. "Nickelodeon" Thanks to Dan, MB, JT, & SG, for the best times, friendships & support.

MARTHA R. HAM
Huntsville, Ontario
BA Mj. English, Mn. Drama

MAXIMILIAN HARDINGE
London, England
BA Mj. Humanities
"Here's to us, those like us dam few left!" Thanks to my friends and family, especially Mum, Chris & Grandad. Thank you Liz for making me see the light. Dad I did it!

ELIZABETH HARLIN-NAGGIAR
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. His., Mn. Italian
Life is too important to take seriously. Stuff, Mackonnon T-zone, Alpha Phi, Tuesdays, "College days will linger ever in our hearts" Thanks Bishop's, it was fun. K-bye.

CHRISTOPHER H. HARDY
Oakville, Ontario
BA Mj. Sociology
What can I say about the last four years other than too much is just enough! SG PK DR KS MF and all the rest thanx for making it strange. MD all I can say is wow! Mom and Dad, I did it.

ZALINA HAZIM
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Four years in Canada was the best of my life. I would like to thank my family, without them I won't be what I am today and to my two special friends, I'll miss you guys!

CHRISTINE HILLER
Coaticook, Quebec
BA Hon. French, Mn. FLA
I would like to thank Caroline, Lili, Serge and Jill for all the great moments and I also would like to extend my appreciation to Dr. Carle and Heather Thomson for guiding me through.

KERY LYNN HARTT
Hudson Heights, Quebec
BA Mj. DSS, Mn. Bus.
True friends are like diamonds precious but rare false friends are like autumn leaves found everywhere. Thanx to all, Bishop's family & mostly Padington Bear, I love ya!

PATRICK W. HEARN
Oreans, Ontario
BA Hon. Pol., Mn. Eco.
I did it all here! To those who meant the most CS RT SM VD SB FS RP and the financial support network (Dad)! Also bowwow titles. Gentle leader, Gentleman's society! Watch out, I'm free.

SIMON "FOO" HARRIS
Baradados
BA Mj. DSS, Mn. Bus.
Thanks to my parents for the opportunity. I'm going out to conquer the world now. Things to do, places to go and pokey to eat. High goals, hard work and good choices create great leaders!
BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY

VICTOR H. HINOJOSA
BA Mj. BEC
Life was great here, I'll never forget tea Mt Bad and Mr Gordo you should have been here GLBL. Clean the water! Boyz vita est celeris. Manete fortetm!!! Mom and Dad I love you!

BADRUL HISMAH MD. ISA
Kedah, Malaysia
The future used to be so much fun. It had verse. But sadly, it had very little to do with reality. So we need far more focus and pray that we'll get there!!! O.W.N.

THANE HOLMES
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Geography
To PR, TR, the Abbott gang, especially CG and PD, thanks for Florida, Barbados, Cape Cod, 5 day weekends, $X, etc. Remember, be excellent to each other, and... party on dudes!!!

IAN HOOBER
Thornhill, Ontario
BA Mj. Fine Arts
Perspective is everything. In '89 3 years seemed like 4-ever. Now I wonder what happened to the time. There were those foggy times of course... Fun times in Mackinnon, LaBar, Banff and more.

LESLEY J. HORNE
St. Catharines, Ontario
BA Social Sciences
Beneath our apparent differences we share the same human needs & fears; we're all on the same path together, guiding one another. And that understanding can give us compassion.

NORMA E. HUMPHREY
Sawyerville, Quebec
BA Mj. Bio., Mu. Frf/Eng
The past 3 years here at Bishop's have been a great experience. One I will treasure forever. Thanks to those who made it so special.

HOLLY E. JAMESON
Cedar Valley, Ontario
BA Mj. History
"Pooh, when I'm not doing anything, you will come and visit me?" Sure Christopher Robin, Pooh said, Pooh, promise me you won't forget me ever! I promise. Not even when I'm 100XG, MDA.

ALISON R. JARVIS
BA Mj. Bus./French
What a super time. Best 3 years. Tks to all my great friends and my ADPi sisters. All that cheering we've done helped make life at Bish a greaatime! Let's raise a toast to BLI. Special tks to M & D & G LUVIALL.

CATHERINE E. JAYNES
Baie d'Urfe, Que.
BA Mj. Prey., Mn. Eng/His/Soc
Thanks for the memories! CDN. Rugby '87-'89 Mike & Carl's place, Tony & Lynn, my roomies Jim, Tobi, Elaine and of course my hubby Simon. A special thanks to the greatest Mom ever! I love you!

NATHALIE JEGHERS
TMR, Quebec
BA Mj. Business
BLI memories will stay 4-ever. Tnx to my friends for great times in Abbott. Thanks M&O, without you none of it would be possible (I did it) COS: could not have survived it alone! Luv Ya!

BRADLEY L. JOHNSON
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. Pol. Sci.
There is a certain freedom in being totally screwed. Thanks to all my friends, Ras, Abbott, last of the Norton boys. That's my story and I'm sticking to it!
PAUL P. KAHKONEN
Scarborough, Ontario
BA Hon. Economics
3 years gone, but not forgotten!
Thanks to Tex, Bakecrafe, Sigs and E.R.
Remember Tex's ranch, Boston, Israeli Shiekhs, I.P. parties!!! Proud To Be A Sig!

JENNIFER M. JONES
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. Psychology
I have water for my journey, I have bread & I have wine. No longer will I be hungry, for the bread of life is mine. S. Thanks to Mom & Dad & Ray, S&N & Alpha Phi.

BRISBANE, Alberta
BA Psychology
Thanks Mom & Dad for this second chance and everything else you do for me. It's been fun, THIS IS REALLY IT!

PAULY TOYO, TFAF.

HELENE L'EUVYER
St. Lambert, Que.
BA Mj. Psychology
I'm out of here! I got my BA & my Mrs, Bishop's has treated me well. Thanks to those who've helped me through the last year. It was tough.

TAMATHA JOY LABELLE
Beaconsfield, Quebec
BA Mj. Sociology
Those who follow the ground will usually get no further. He who walks alone will see places no one's been before! Anon, M.A.A. Kappa ADPi Trips round town, Hatparties, Thanks M & G.

DANY LACROIX
St. Georges, Quebec
BA Hon. French
The last three years at Bishop's have been very memorable: an experience I will never forget. To all the great friends I've met and Prof's I had one thing to say: I'll MISS YOU ALL! Love.

HAMID KHABBAZHA
Montreal, Quebec
BA Bus./Eco.
Thanks to my family Mehry, Akber, Narges, Amir, Erzadi Mehran & Mehrnaz also Jacynthe, Rafael, George, Moe, Sheriff, Barry, Bill, Ahmad, Combo, Roy, Rames, Monique, Family, Siddiqui, Groves. I love u M&D.

GAIL RICHARDS KELSO
Lemmonville, Quebec

NATHALIE LACROIX
Montreal, Quebec
BA Business
Finally made it! Bishop's was a great experience and I've met a lot of great people, QB, Lion, Pub, Pollack, Great memories. Also I want to thank Mom and Dad for the support, KEEP SMILING!

WILLIAM LAMBERT
Toronto, Ontario
BA Eco./Politics
The best years! All the best to the boys past and present, Sigma Chi, Georgeville, Truck, Plushmobile, 131F, all my roommates. Never will I live this way again. Too bad! Thank you Mom & Dad.
HELENE LAROSE
Tres-Rivieres, Quebec
BA Hon. Psy., MA Pol.Sci
"MOMMIE", cabride, black sheep, swim, Halloween. The best
times to laughter and much happy-
ness at a great bunch that I'll have
problems forgetting (if ever!)
Merci a M et P pour tout! xx.

MARY E. LAWRIE
Calgary, Alberta
BA Pol. Sta., MA Bus.
Well, I really have enjoyed my
stay, but I must be moving on.
Phinhouse parties, trips around
town, spontaneity, Kappa ADPi,
MASFloyd, Thanks M&G and all
the gang. It was a blast! TFAB.

COCO LEGAULT
Maug, Quebec
BA Hon. Sociology
As Darkness Follows Light So
Lightness Follows Dark. Thanks
Stephen for being there, I will
never forget you. The final price of
freedom is the willingness to face
one's self.

TATIANA LEDNOW
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj. Psychology
Aka, The Grin, Legs, F14 &
Wife. Special thanks to my
unshakeable support staff thruout
my 3 years of math anxieties &
"joy". Long live Ms. Stress! This
is for you, Grandfather.

MAIJA LEIVO
Richmond Hill, Ontario
BA Hon. History
Can't believe I finished three
years here. Thanks to everyone
who made it special. Claude: Je te
souviens. Eric: Thanks for your
love & patience.

BENOIT LEFEVRE
L'Assomption, Quebec
BA Social Sciences
I MADE IT! Gatter Football 88-
91, The BonHomme, Wheatman,
roomsies, drinking memories, O-
Line let's have a good one today!
To your love and support
Mom, Dad, Ang BU KNOWS.

LOUISE LESLIE "WEEZE"
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj. Soc. Sci.
L-Block, Abott parties '88,
Camp Fires! AIESEC 88: Eucac
Germany Summer '91: Pool at
Lion, Squash anyone? thanks to:
Jill, BA, DK, AL, Gang of 11
Church & 2:1 Bis bald und until
we meet again.

JOCELYNE L. LEPAGE
Kirkland, Quebec
LEPAGE!: Feeding the Boys-
Pool party (Summer '91) Thanks
to JD, AW, SW, AND to the Boys
(you know who you are) for mak-
ing my time at Bish. special & to
DB & RS - CAREFUL!

LILY LI
Vancouver, B.C.
BA Mj. English
I'd like to thank SM and my
family for all their support & CH
for being a great friend. "Nothing
is too small to know and nothing
is too big to attempt" - Sir W. Van
Horne. Thanks!

CAROLINE LEVASSEUR
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA Mj. French
"L'Homme est a lui meme sa
propre destinee" Camus la tranche
de tomate de Robbie Critlet! Great
friends & teachers - Thank you all
especially Mike and my parents.

STEPHANIE LEWIS
Victoria, B.C.
BA Humanities
"I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW
THE RAIN IS GONE..." Hey
Chiquitas! From 29 Conely to 11
Little Forks - Thx to all my
friends 4 the memories & good
times! Thx to M & D I Love you -
The best to A-Psi.
JENNIFER LLOYD
Beaconsfield, Quebec
BA Mj. Psychology
From Group 2 to grad, thanks Bishop's for: Munster 4th Block, Psych. Club, Group USA, Int. V.I.P., Que. City, Boston, Big Buddies, Thanx to 2ivers Phinneas, feet, Johannis, MEK & Sr.

JENNIFER MACARTHUR
Calgary, Alberta
BA Mj. Eng., Mm. His/Rel.
Let's enjoy it while we can-VM. Kappa, Pinkhouse parties, 10 cents, ADPi, make me laf. The streets don't change but maybe the names-GnR. No more sleepin in. Thnx McD. Shine on U crazy diamonds.

RONNIE LLOYD
Lemieuxville, Quebec
BA Mj. Eco., Mn. Bus
To all who helped me through the 3 years thank you. A special thanks to my Mother and Father, without their help my graduation would not have been possible.

FELICITE ANNE MACKAY
Montreal, Quebec
BA Hon. Drama
Tickle me, Pickle me, Tickle me too went for a ride in a flying shoe. Hooray! What fun it's time we flew! Said Ickle me, Pickle me Tickle me too. Time I flew. Thanks! It's all deadeasy.

A. CARSON LUTZ
Calgary, Alberta
BA Hon. Psych., Mn. Music
Remember where you're living now, that the hands of your friends showed you how to love - Mag, Fraser, Vince, Tariq & all those who love the gift of earth; may their gene pool increase.

KIMBERLY MACPHERSON
Kingston, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology
Thanks for the memories BU, A-Phi and 9B.

H. TREVOR LYNN
Thetford Mines, Quebec
BA Economics, Mn. Bus.
Function in disaster, finish in style. It was a means to an end that was a howl by pure luck. Thanks to everyone ... etc.

J. DARAGH MANSWORTH
Brockville, C.O.T.V.
BA Social Sciences
Thanks to all who made Bish so special. Especially Mom & Dad, Jester, Grant, John, Harts, Whiles, Red&Fat, Stamper, sezi boys of Bart 91. See you all in the future, or not! Daragh.

SHELAGH MABEN
Etobicoke, Ontario
BA Dis. Humanities
Thanks for the castle in Spain Jen, Chels, Joe, Sara & The Pollack girls U know who U R. Chris you're the best. Sorry if I offended you. Earthquaker, It's been momentous. Whatever.

STEPHANIE A. MARLER
East Burke, Vermont
BA Hon. Pol. Economy
Thanks to Bishops for allowing me to explore so many new things and for the amazing friendships I've made: VdG, SR, PH, PB, RT, FS, SB, PLM MM, the Lady Gatters and of course Mom & Dad.
IAN CAMERON MATTHEW
Dundas, Ontario
3 in 4. 10% @ 2-2’s @ 10. One too many. In H.S. I gained reading writing & arithmetic. At Bishop’s I learned about life. Thanks Mom & Dad & all who made my stay an experience.

RAQUEL MATOVICH
Calgary, Alberta
BA Bus./Eco.

DAVID MORAD
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA Mj. Geography
Well, I came back for one more year. Hey Mauro, let me put it another way! To Hassan & Barry, forget about it! Thanks to Mom, Dad, Tina, Mauro, George, Art, Mr. Fox, Kilby, Nick, Pierre and Canada #1.

MICHAEL WM. MCBRIDE
Nepean, Ontario
BA Mj. B.E.C.
Emanicipate yourself from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free our minds—B.N.M. Sincere thanks to my Mom and Dad, Kristi Lambert, Friends and the Sigma Chi Fraternity.

JENNIFER M. MCKINLEY
Fournier, Ontario
BA Hon. Soc., Ms. French
Well, the little country girl is finally moving on! No more farm jokes or long stories! To all friends for laughs and good times. Tx M&G for support. THE MEMORIES WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN.

LORRAINE MEILLEUR
Sherbrooke, Quebec
What an eventful year! Eng. to Pete, went overseas, saw Concord, bought car, got credit card! Survived L.S. - things couldn’t get better!
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ALAN MORRIS
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology
Thank-you Mom, Colin and Sheldon for supporting me. Thanks also Eddy and Lise and C. Cheers to the boys of Mac, 88- SV, MG also JH and the other beer junkies. Friends 4-ever-let’s get the hell outta here.

OWEN W.R. MORGAN
Kingston, Ontario
BA Mj. Economics
Great 4 years—Pat Gellie Bungee, Better butter your finger up—Yo w Benner, Indian, EX, HP sauce, bottles flying at 402, The Flash Holiday! Smash AA! Hurleys w/ Skip—All the best.

MERIDITH MENZIES
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology
Bishop’s: “It seems it’s been since the beginning. It seems it will be to the end.” Service Thanks M&M, it was great & I remember most of it. Memories of LH, CC, and stays on the couch.

DANIEL METHOT
Laval, Quebec
88 Rec Life, early morning jogs by feets, basketball as a way of life, life up the Hill with Tom and finally Grad which couldn’t have been without support from my parents and Viviane.

SARAH A. MURRAY
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Mj. English
THE ROAD TO EXCESS LEADS TO THE PALACE OF WISDOM
William Blake

ANNE-MARIE E. MURRAY
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. English
Thanks to Bishop’s for leading me to the “Road less travelled by.” The Murray legacy continues! Forward, never straight.
GILLIAN P. NOEL
Dorval, Quebec
BA, Fr., Ma. Eng.
WHOANH WHOANH commonly could be found ealing a la Hangar, Pub, Lion, etc. All I ever say is keep em' guessing cause the flying pig says price is the price you're here to pay. DO DOO DOO!

BONNIE OAKES
St. Thomas, Ontario
BA, Hon. Humanities
"Raise a toast to Bishop's University" and great friends. Good luck everyone. Pro Rege Lege, Grecce L and L. ADPI.

LINDA PAGANELLI
Missoula, Montana
BA, Hon. Psychology
Thanks BU for the experience of a lifetime. Cheers to good friends, good times, doppleganger Whistler '90 and Florida '91. Ooh ma God! Special thoughts to Mom Dad Aldo Mark & Mitch.

BETH PATTERSON
Toronto, Ontario
BA, Jj, English
I will not follow where the path might lead; but I will go where there is no path and I will leave a trail. EMMOW! Thanx to M & D, Jay, the Gang and all my sisthers in Alpha Phi!

LINDA PAGANELLI
Toronto, Ontario
BA, Hon. Psychology
Thanks BU for the experience of a lifetime. Cheers to good friends, good times, doppleganger Whistler '90 and Florida '91. Ooh ma God! Special thoughts to Mom Dad Aldo Mark & Mitch.

SHELLEY PETTIE
Saint John, NB
BA, Hon. His., Mn. Pol.
The Convent-Mac 239, Grain to wer, DG, FB Games, UPI, G-172. Thanks Mc'D, MMM and Alpha Phi for the last 4 phi-nomenal years. Good luck to all the grads. See ya—love Banchii Woman!

JOY-ANNE PLAXTON
Toronto, Ontario
BA, Soc.
"Drink with me to days gone by to the life that used to be. Let the wine of friendship never run dry. Here's to you and here's to me." Lex Mis. Cheers to our futures!

AIMEE PONTON
Toronto, Ontario
BA, Jj, Geography
Nothing in life is more permanent than change. Great times, great friends. Losing it with AM, MB, NB. Halloween '91 never say never. Luv u NS than 2 my parents & BU 4 the greatest experience.

CATHRYN PROVAN
Toronto, Ontario
BA, Jj, Soc.
Thank you Mom, Dad & Mark for your never-ending support, I love you. Thanks Derek for the great memories. Here's to Kappa, ADPI, Abbot, 2 Conley & the girls. It's been a blast. TAF.

S. REBECCA PERKINS
Ottawa, Ontario
BA, Jj, Fine Arts
Cheers to being single! 69, B-Days+san-gria+Grease+Horny Bo Bony, EB Vermont, Animal Wine+Sunday Dinners! Buac+ Doo's, ADPI IT'S ONLY 10? STAIRS, Thanks to all my friends-lil Rick,CS, ECIRP.

CHERYLIN PERKINS
Ottawa, Ontario
BA, Jj, English
It took me 3 long years to finally realize Bishop's was the right choice. As for the future I have one goal; to seek stable employment. To all of my friends, thanks for memories.

MICHAEL J. RIDDLE
Thornhill, Ontario
BA
Thanks Bishop's for teaching me how to ride on my own-now I can take the training wheels off for my travels down the road of life. Thanks Mom, Dad, Mackinnon, SRC, 'M', Friends, Grec, Dylan.
TREVOR E.J. RITCHIE
Thessalon, Ontario
BA Mj. Mathematics
I can not recall 4 years of memories in a few lines. Instead I thank all those who helped create them. Finally I especially thank the two most important people, my parents.

NATALIE ROSS
Sept-Iles, Quebec
BA Mj. Eng./Fro.
I made it! I only wish Dad could’ve lived to see it. Thanks to my family for their love & support. Hugs & kisses to unforgettable friends: RC, LG, TM, KS, Wencher’s, KM, DL, NC, KH, MP, MM, MR, MM, LT.

CHRISTOPHER H. ROWE
Cedarville, Quebec
BA Mj. Geography
Special thanks to family, friends and Jen who made it all possible. It’s been a long time coming!

SEAN W. ROWED
Toronto, Ontario
What a time it’s been! Thanks to all the Beta’s, SRC, fella’s and all the friends I’ve made. Thanks to Mom and Dad, Laura, Casey, JR, SR, SA, AA, AN, PF, SA, MH, CBM, MC, TM, GW, SV.

JEFFREY TODD ROZON
Williamsburg, Ontario
BA Mj. Geography
Well, I guess it’s time to say good-bye and make the big step into the real world. Good luck! Thanks Mom & Dad, Tam, Wendy, Peg and Pudge.

CATHERINE IRENE SCOTT
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA Social Sciences
I came back for an extra year to make it 4. It’s been fun Frosh leader Big Buddies Pub Staff BACCHUS Kappa ADPi Daytona 89 Purple Procrastination. Thanks Mom & Dad DCJ'S.A.EG, RP, CB, NTL.

HUGH H.J. SCOTT
Georgetown, Quebec
BA Mj. History
4.5 crazed years – All, Poison Eaters, BDCT’s, Chiefs, BUGOL 89-92, Yp Academic, SRC 88-91, 10CON: PT, SZ, JL, CW, PV.

PAUL B. SCOTT
Lasalle, Quebec
The road to success is through a narrow path. Hopefully, after graduating from BU I will be able to squeeze on by. Thanks to all who believed in me, especially Mom, Dad & Francine.

STACY RYAN
Montreal, Quebec
BA Hon. Pol. Sci.

NADINE SAPRA
Oakville, Ont.
BA Hon. Sociology
Saying good-bye is always sad but it helps us remember the good times we had. Thanks to all who made BU a memorable experience. Special thanks to Mom & Dad for all your support.

BECKY SETCHELL
Saint John, NB
BA Mj. Eco., Ms. Drama
10 Little Forks, Yellow House, Ron Barocca Xmas Soiree, Bonfires, Cafe Tout, White Van, Chicken Soup, Gazebo, H2O fights, Rollerskates, Street parties, sherifs. Cheers to great friends & good times. CYaLada.
PAT SHUMA
Westmount, Quebec
BA Hon. Pol. Sci.
Thank you Bishop's for turning my life around. I'll always be nostalgic of the good times I've had when I'm back to my country, South Africa.

SCOTT JAMES SIMON
Saint John, NB
BA Hon. History
Thanks Bishop's you truly are a Country Club. Special thanks for the memories: Rugby, 10 LittleForks and The Fungus. Remember... "It's better to burn out than fade away."

LISA STATTON
West Hill, Ontario
BA Mj. Hum., Mn. Geo
"I'm irrevocably betrothed to laughter, the sound of which to me is the most civilized music in the world." From Abbott to 188 to 156 to 154 thanks for the music.

MORRIS STEVENSON
Richmond Hill, Ontario
BA Mj. History
Thanks BU for amazing friends, vacations (shhh) & memories; Pub management, Ski club, the boys and of course Linda, Mom & Dad.

NICOLE SMALL
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj. DSS, Mn. Bus.
Here's to Bish, birthplace of great friends, unforgettable memories. University is the best time of my life, you love it while you're there and have the memories for life! Thans Mom & Dad & Bets

ALEXANDER JOHN SMART
Newmarket, Ontario
BA Mj. History
Casso! Etimmune!

BILLY TATSIS
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj. Econ., Mn. Geo

PAUL THOMPSON
Toronto, Ontario
BA Mj. History
Is it finally over? Norton 86 Football 86, Jamaica 87 and 90, Sudbury Sabbatical, 88 in Limbo, BASF 90, Whistler 91, the Lion the G and Export. To all the boys Thnx to MeD, PFK. Ok salut.

ALEC THOMAS TAYLOR
Mississauga, Ontario
BA Hon. Poli Sci.
Zeus-Ni Ilegitimi Carborundum. Thanks to those who gave me memories I'll never forget: the Elks, Gaiter football, rugby and poli sci functions.

DAVID G. SMITH
Montreal, Quebec
BA Hon. Psyc., Mn. Phil.
A great three years! Thanks Maman & Dad, Melanie & friends and the profs who made my education worthwhile and amusing.
IAN THOMSON (Spunky)  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Mj. Geography  
After 4 years, I still have a memory. Guiters 88-9, Sunrise Club's, the Boyz. It's been a slice! Time to move on. Keep on smiling. Thanks Bish.

RICARDO A. TORTOSA  
Laval, Quebec  
BA Hon. Poli Sta.  
To living in a Grand Duchy, the gentle-men's society and our adventures - tanks for the revelations! To my family-Rebus.

JOANNE TRACY  
Lennoisville, Quebec  
Bishop's gave me great times and friends for life. Thanks BC, Lisa, Lianne, Dr. Benjamin, Dr. Stout & all. The best is yet to come!

MARC TURCOT  
Lac Beaufort, Quebec  
A visit trip on Beach party and a BU student I was. It was quick but fun! Will remember football 89-90. Thanks to L.A.P.D. for "Chester" and thanks for coming out!

KRISTEN UNDERWOOD  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA Hon. Poli., Eco.  
Thanks BU for all the great times! My homes-Glenmorangie, Mackinnon and the friends in them. Memories- skiing Banff Parachuting Big Buddies Calt and they are Happy wishes! Bye!!

JENNIFER USATIS  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Humanities  
"And when the shadow fades and is no more, the light that lingers becomes a shadow to another light" The Prophet. Thank you Mom and Dad, Chris and friends.

BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY

TOM R. VANALSTINE  
Perth, Ontario  
BA Mj. Geography  
4 short years of pleasure and pain. Guiters B-Ball 4ever. The Wood The Ville. Special friends -DM SS RC LP MC GD RC PH PE I love you all-I won't forget you, even though I said I would.

ALAIN VERMETTE  
La Tuque, Quebec  
Success is a journey, not a destination. I hope by working Shes a day, I may eventually get to be a boss and work 12hrs a day..un gros merci a mes parents. Thanks: Shari, SD, JM, EV, FB.

R. ROSS WACE  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA Mn. Eco./His.  
I'm outta here! The 3.5 yr blur (thanks to Johnie, Jack and Jim) is over. Thanks for the memories and the great haircut I was given. AVRFC, Chiefs. Later fellow partyers.

ANGELA WARBURTON  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  
Such good times! Fluj-dance, dance, dance but NO MAKING OUT!- Taquila-Dilemmas-Kappa/ADPI-Abbott-Little yellow shack-Thanks to you all-I'll never forget! Keep smiling! TFAF BU ffalo.

ROSALIE WARD  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  
It has been a hoot! Polluck The Ritz- Vermont Excursions Alpha Phi Cocktailing in Lennoisville. Thanks to all my buds and "Les Babes" for the making of fabulous memories. Tks M&G.

KATIE WARBURG  
Lennoisville, Quebec  
BA Hon. Eng., Mj. Fine Arts  
ANDREA WELBURN
Howick, Quebec
BA Mj, Foreign Languages
"As if I'm a Bishop's graduate! Memories of the Pub and Fashion show '92 and Grease Parties (Joss, Alana, Pam, Sue) Thanks everyone- it was a scream!!

LORNA WILSON
Toronto, Ontario
BA Mj, History
Thanks to HJ,MH,SM,TF I couldn't have made it without you. Most of all Aly! Thanks to Mum and Dad.

GILBERT WONG
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj, DNS, Msc, Bus
WOW! Has it been 4 years? Many cherished moments to last 4-ever! Fresh Norton/Abbott BetaHouse Grec House SRC Pub... Special thanks to Mom&Dad for their support & to all my Bros in Phi-Kai-Phi.

COSTA "X" XIPOLITAKIS
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mj, Business
Great time at BU Country Club Abbott '89-92; Unforgettable!! Thx M&D for all the support. Nat:Luc-U! You're the greatest bog-mate ever! Now it's time 4 the real world! Cooyazzy memo-
ries! Bye.
FACULTY

Prof. S.D. Barlow (Dean)
Prof. S.A.F.A. Bequet
Mr. J. Boisvert
Ms. C. Bower
Mr. J. Bowey
Prof. J.P.H. Castle
Mr. J. Desjardins

Prof. R.L. Drolet
Dr. El-Bassoussi
Mr. D. Glezos
Dr. M. Kaltenbach
Mr. P. Leventhal
Prof. R.M. MacGregor
Prof. S.E. McRae

Prof. V. Odstrcil
Prof. J.R. Oldland
Mr. G. Rajamannar
Prof. R.B. Schenk
Mr. A. Taseen
Mr. L. Verville
Dr. L. Zubieta

GRADS (NAMES ONLY)

Yukinobu Asada
Sylvain Belair
Lucie L.B. Bourdages
Ian F. Carmichael
Louis Carpentier
Nancy A. Cox
Wade R. Felesky
F. Nicholas Fitzsimmons
Michelle A. Flaherty

Michel Francoeur
Hassan Khalili
Tait F. Kisby
Sonia E. Langlois
J. Geoffrey Lapointe
Jacques M. Lepine
Pierre Letourneau
David K. McIennan
Philippe Marchessault

George Morrison
Elaine Paquin
Claude Perron
Brian Smith
Marilyn Steinberg
Mitchell Thomson
Daniel Whelan
SCOTT ALLEN
Aurora, Ontario
BBA Fin./Acc., Mn. Eco.
Thanks for all the good times.

FRANCOIS G. BARBEAU
Quebec, Quebec
BBA Hum. Resources
Special thanks to all my friends especially S.T., P.B., S.D., N.R., P.L. To the crew at AIESEC, GOOD LUCK! Keep partying.

ALEXANDRE P. BARIL
Shawinigan, Quebec
BBA Acc., Mn. Eco.
Merci famille pour le support qu'on m'a donne. It's been a very hard 3 years but it's finally over! I'm delighted—Special thanks to my love-YSL. Thanks to BU FD Profs RM 3rd Fl Good-bye.

SANDRA ANN BEAN
Chateauguay, Quebec
BBA Finance
The three years are finally up! Louise, Suzzy, Darlene, it's been fun. Good luck in your future endeavors.

MARION "AC" BERNDES
Blainville, Quebec
BBA Finance
Thanks to FM for all her love, Pig for keeping me sane esp in 91; Wally for being a great friend; Cam for wearing my suit in; AJLEM, BG, KH for being special, see u in the real world.

LOUISE BIRON
Kitchener, Quebec
BBA Hum. Resources
3 good years! Met great friends, laughed a lot, had fun at Commerce games! The library: My second home! One masters to go + an AIESEC exchange to follow. Thanks for your support!

NADIA BISSON
Thetford-Mines, Quebec
BBA Mk2, Mn. Eco.
Directly from Thetford thanks to my family and friends who helped me get through Bishop's I will never forget you guys. Thanks again, afterall the Earth is blue like an orange.

STEPHAN BOLDUC
Saint John, NB
BBA Marketing
This is for my parents. ML NB LP, don't forget that night at the Lion. All the best to all my friends at Bish. Le Baloth, Liverpool, Pub, Grad '91. Don't forget the French Connection.

BETTY ANN BRYANTON
Kensington, PEI
BBA Hum. Res, Mn, My Fr Eco
However far U must go for bricks, whatever they cost a piece or a pound, buy me enough for a full-length chimney, and build the chimney clear from the ground.-Robert Frost. Thx Mom & Dad.

DAVID G.P. CASE
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Accounting
Salut Lennoxville! Hopefully bigger and better things to come - I hope I have a job by the time you read this. Thank you Dad for your support over the past four years.

SHANE L.C. CHISHOLM
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Bye Bye country club. It's been great. Thanks to the Kola and my friends for helping me keep my sanity. See you in the real world Louise, Sonia, Jeff. BU soccer '90, Commerce Games '91-2.

MARY CONIBEAR
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Hon. Accounting
Chicken tonight-KPGH Lion "talks"- Publ, men- Best roomies from II church & 169 Queen 2BL 2FL Abbott- no cheese-Daytona-Thanks to great friends: Dairy P, Bon, JG, esp. Aj Mex '91 Gracias amiga!
SYLVIE COUTURE
Beauceville, Quebec
BBA Accounting
Good memories with the 1989-90 Kuehberger 1st block 3rd floor girls. Merci a mes parents, amis de la Beauce et a Gregory. After Bishop's, the UPEI; let's do it! "Quand on veut, on peut".

BRIAN CRAIG
Stoneham, Quebec
BBA Accounting

PAUL D. CRAKE
Bradford, Ontario
BBA
BU gracias Craken, Skid, broker hopefully, just give'er crank up the machine MAC119. BUST anal chimnook shfker dynamo signiffcane the KD Lambo SM SL esp M&D SC10% proud to be a sig.

DEREK JAMES DALLY
Pincourt, Quebec
BBA Finance
I would like to thank my parents for the moral and financial support they gave me throughout. Also Tomoko for giving me the motivation necessary to realize my goal. Good luck people.

KENNETH G. DIXON
Calgary, Alberta
BBA Mkt/Fin., Ms. Eco
Chicken soup Mac319 "borrowing" flags BUST CJMQ Cowboy Ken. About to take the world by storm hurricane snow and crippled xmas trees. Niki Crake Thats salut bye bye.

SEAN K. DONNACHIE
Lennoxville, Quebec
BBA Accounting
I will always remember the great times at BIU. The trips to the Commerce games, golf team in Rimouski. Peter Peavey, when the lights come on at the Pub. Good luck to all.

PETER J. DRAPER
Grand-Mere, Quebec
BBA Fin., Ms. Eco
Adios BU! Thanx for the good times (Fresh leader, CommerceGames, Pub! At the Horseshoe, like the Emmy Awards, thanx to the career counselor, Dandon't take school too seriously. Draper and my supporting MOM.

BARRY FRIEDBERG
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Mkt., Ms Eco
Finally it has happened to me. Three years at BU; now the real world. Special thanks to my family, friends and the NBV-fan-never forget the great times we had. I'm outta here.

JOHN F. GARDNER
Newark, New Jersey
BBA Hum. Resources
Thanks to Dianne for putting up with all the meetings and all the SRC stuff. It was great knowing you all and I wish you all the best! I'm off to corporate Canada!

PAUL J. GARFORTH
Toronto, Ontario
BBA Mkt., Ms. Eco
Ya man!! I guess all good things must come to an end. I'll miss the boys from the bridge path, GAV's the boys, Big Buddies, partying, football, good game gazette. Great memories! Thanks M&D's bunchers!

KATHERINE M. GARNERTHER
Ottawa, Ontario
BBA Management
SRC, North Conway street parties. Thanks for the unforgettable 4 yrs everyone & 98 Littlefords AGCCWBKMI! I've seen the future & it's expensive! See you there!!
STEPHANIE J. GODDARD
Poplar Point, Manitoba
BBA Hum Res, Mn Fr
"Knowledge puffs up, but love builds up." 1 Cor, 8:1 Thank you God, Stephen, Mom and Dad.

JOELLE GREEN
Knowltown, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Be foolish-break the rules, be impractical-get out of your box, seek ambiguity, make mistakes-most of all; make things happen and be successful.

PAMELA S. HEWITT
Fogo, Nfld.
BBA Hum Res, Mn Eco
Pollack, 22, #9, killer BB-day, Screamer, beep, Grease Parties, Billiam, plastic objects, Wooseh-Keth-you too! Tequila, JP,jd etal. Thnx M&D! If you can keep your head when all about you...

NANCY HUMPHREY
North Hatley, Quebec
BBA Hum Res/Mkt
A big thank you to everyone who has made these 4 years at Bishop's so special. Thnx to all the Polar Bears for all the great friends, good times and great parties. Thnx M&D!!

MARC M. LANOJETTE
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA Marketing
What a learning experience these 3 years have been. Academically; learning to think, socially; developing friendships that will last forever. And now let's make some money.

BENOF LAPERRIERE
Ilovery, Quebec
BBA Fin., Mn Eco
From the painful allnighters for finals & papers, to the great parties & fun times shared with my buddies. My years at Bish will always be good moments to remember. Thnx M&D, A-M

MARYSE LEMIRE
Abesos, Quebec
BBA Accounting
Thanks to my friends and Bishop's for a good 3 years of school-life. Thanks to Sylvie for your many encouragements. Merci maman, papa et Yuan pour votre soutien et votre amour.

GEORGE "J" JASPER
Vancouver, BC
BBA General
Thanks for the experience to grow and to learn and to believe in myself. I'll always remember the wicked times I had and the great friendships I made. Thanks Man.

SHAUN C. LEWIS
Ottawa, Ontario
BBA Mkt./Hum Res, Mn Eco
A great four years here at BU, Mac, Neil & Bull, Craker & the Sig's. The twisted house, and the little rat. Farewell everyone and thanks. In Hol, Louise.p.s. Thanks Mom, Dad + Don; M.D. R.I.P.

ANDREA KIRSTEN JONES
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Acc., Mn Eco
The best thing about a place is its people-heres to all of us and our three years together here-Pub, ball, Abbott, boggies, ComGames, B.I., h.s.B.O, T.I., J.M., J.G., L.P, D.F, NJ esp. MC love to Mom Dad & AL.

ROBERT LOGAN
Halifax, N.S.
BBA General
Thanks to Bishop's and all that made it great - My friends, golf team, the boys in the office, Pub staff, and of course, the Reps. Special thanks to my landlord, Garth!
APRIL LORD
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Mn. Eco.
To great memories & great friends. To 11th Church, rugby parties, banquets, magazine store, for D.B. night & day, Catus, Rem, golf with DB&MR, 3 wicked js, M&D always. So raise a toast to BU.

GEOFF MacDONALD
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
BBA Fin., Mn. Eco.
AKA Shady, Golars, 4th block, 3 ghosts, HamSlammer, king guys, cutthroat, fans, Jock talk, getup Raf, Ottawa 90 92, insects? Breakfast at the circus, snow fishin', ballet, rocky, Porty num num!

REMMICK McCREADDY
Kingston, Ontario
BBA Marketing
Onwards and upwards. It's time to soar. All thanks to God, family and friends, for supporting me on this journey.

MARK McELHERAN
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Mgmt., Mn. Eco.
AKA Pokey, BU means 4th blk. Golars, 3rd blk. 2nd floor, Ham Slammers, Jock talk, king guys, Fran, layin' pipe, Shooter bar, fire hazards, Ottawa '90 '92, Canada Cup '91, bimbinos, and #203.

MARK MCKINLEY
Ottawa, Ontario
BBA Accounting
Bishop's has been the time of my life and where I met the love of my life. Thanks to friends, the PUB & gaiters for all sorts of fun. Munster & roommates have created many memories.

BRENT L. MCKINNON
St. Augustine River, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Nark, SunRise club, thanks for the memories-Simon-Mark-Jeff-John–Vic-Reegs-LBS-Karen-Mark's stag trip to Montreal (Jeff)-Simon's place, special thanks to my family- esp Mom, Dad, love you all.

DAVID M. MCELLELAN
New Richmond, Quebec
BBA Mkt., Mn. Eco.
Educated and equipped for leisure! Norton99, micro breze beer, pool, football games, group assignments, all nights, sweaty, tks M&D & friends, many good times & great memories of BU!

LESLEY MOORE
Gloucester, Ontario
BBA Accounting
Oh what a night! Tricks tricks with ... pot lucks & coffee breaks at 13 Depot. Thanks Lisa & Terri & everyone else for all the special memories that I will always cherish!

MIREILLE MOORS
Rosemere, Quebec
BBA Gen Mgmt.
3 yrs filled with more good times than I can remember, 2nd floor Norton, wine nights, hen parties, SBW, JRBTTA, apt 4, sticko ceiling, halfway house. It's raining men, thanks M&D & F. Bye!

GERRY C. MORRIS
Bramalea, Ontario
BBA Fin., Mn. Eco.
A great time - and even better friends. Thanks to all those who made it happen ... Boney, MAJ, the Brampton boys, BU football, Daver, the SRC, TC, Lars, Rider, Mom and Dad.

SUZY MOUARADIAN
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA Fin., Mn. Eco.
In the memory of my father. May his wisdom guide me in the journey ahead of me. Your patience, strength and love will always be with me every step of the way ...
DARLENE PARISEAU  
Richmond, Quebec  
BBA Hum. Resources  
Yeah, I finally made it! Met great friends- LB, PF, RH, GC ... I'll miss you all! Keep in touch. Special thanks to Tony for his patience and support! Thanks also to my Dad.

ELIZABETH POSTMA  
Mocton, NB  
BBA Mt/Hum. Res.  
At Bishop's, I have found my best friends, lost many hours of sleep, learned what's important and what's not. I'll miss this place. I've made many wonderful memories here.

BRIAN ROTH  
Handfield Cit, Quebec  
BBA Mgmt Science  
Thanks BU for all the good times. We had a lot of parties and we drank a lot of booze, however we did graduate. Now comes the tough part. Good luck to everyone, long live the Elbows.

MICHELE ROY  
La Pocatiere, Quebec  
BBA Mkts., Ms. Spanish  
Here's to Bish; for memories which will always be cherished, and for friends who will always be close to my heart. Good luck to all, take care, and watch out world, here I come!

ROSEMARY RYAN  
Fonthill, Ontario  
BBA Hum. Resources  
It's been great but I'm glad it's over! BACCHUS Big Buddies Field hockey Poutine Daytona Cancun Aerobics Football Games Haunted house-Fishhead & Noodle. Thanks Mom & Dad. Love ya Kent!

SHAHAUNA SIDDIQUI  
Lommerville, Quebec  
BBA Mkt. Eco  
Well it's been great! Here's to Alpha Delta Pi, thanks for keeping me so busy! Kappa parties, rating, hen parties & all my friends. Thanks Bishops for keeping life so simple! MG&DXO.

SUSAN SNIDER  
Manotick, Ontario  
BBA Mgmt. Science  
We're finally done! Such memories-Pollack's. Ross-Thanks Mel, 22 Prospect"The Loft", Euchre games I'll never forget. Thanks for the great times-LP, RC, TV, DM. Good-luck guys.

RAFFI SOSOYAN  
Montreal, Quebec  
BBA Accounting  
AKA nightmare-Golars-Kuehner 4th Block parties-Slash-Cabot Joe's party 91-I love carpet that's a cut-fire hazard-Hubs Oh! no, not the head ... Tanks to JK, CE, GM, MM, RS, GN, DT, SP, SH, DJDJSBCB.

SHERIF TADROS  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BBA Marketing  
A man's dream is to accomplish his goals; Well up down and more to go. Thanks for the great times guys. I'll always remember you. Mom & Dad, thanks for being there for me.

MICHEL S. TREMBLAY  
Ste-Adele, Quebec  
BBA Marketing  

ELIZABETH J. VALLEAU  
Whitby, Ontario  
BBA Fin., Mn. Eco/FA  
An unforgettable four year experience, thanks to all that made it happen... Max, Gro, Megan, Lisa and all others...Mom, Dad & Derek. I'm finally a part of the Alumni!!! Bish '92.

MICHAEL WILLIAMSON  
Nouvelle, Quebec  
BBA Marketing  
Alias: Mikey  
Act: Body building, music  
Amb: Top executive in MKting.
# FACULTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mr. M. Abaoui</th>
<th>Dr. A.P. Dean</th>
<th>Dr. R.A. Murad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. S.D. Benjamin</td>
<td>Mr. D. Foerstel</td>
<td>Dr. L. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A.P. Brown</td>
<td>Prof. G.H. Hickie</td>
<td>Prof. M. Rhodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. Budhiraja</td>
<td>Dr. D.E.J. Hilton</td>
<td>Mr. A. Sangalli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof C.R. Carman</td>
<td>Mr. L.C. Jensen</td>
<td>Dr. C.-T. Tsai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. K.S. Cole</td>
<td>Dr. L. Johnston</td>
<td>Dr. R.K.J. Van Hulst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. Cook (Dean)</td>
<td>Mr. A. Kushmiruk</td>
<td>Mr. D. Vouliouris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J.D. Craik</td>
<td>Dr. C.S. Lin</td>
<td>Dr. R.B. Yeats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# GRADS (NAMES ONLY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catherine Arnot</th>
<th>Tuan Do</th>
<th>Piotr A. Plenkiewicz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Arsenault</td>
<td>Lynn Marie Gourlay</td>
<td>Kevin J. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek J. Baxter</td>
<td>Margaret F. Mckenna</td>
<td>Edwin Sadelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graig Dallaire</td>
<td>Peter J. Mclaughlin</td>
<td>Khairudi Sutan Taharudin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc A. De La Roche</td>
<td>Nur Yasmin Nan Rahini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANUAR ABDUL AZIZ
Ipoh, Malaysia
BSc Mi. Chemistry
Thanks to all the teachers & friends. It was a great experience studying at Bishop's. From the quarks & electrons to curly arrows I'll never forget the M. Selamat Maju Jaya.

AZLAN ABDUL AZIZ
Taiping, Perak, M'Sia
BSc Mi. Phy/ Math
Alhamdulillah...grad jugak gua! Thanx a lot to Dr. Nelson for support and guidance. Also thanx to Dr. Tsui, Lisa and the list goes on and on. Jai-luv ya always! Fellow grads...good luck!

AMALINA ABDUL KARIM
Penang, Malaysia
BSc Hon. Mathematics
What doesn't destroy me, makes me strong. Yeah, it's true! 4 years in Canada made me appreciate life. I like my independence! Thanks Bishop's, for beautiful memories. Thanks...Abuh-Mom.

AZMA ABU BAKER
Malaysia
BSc Mi. Biology
To family: thanks 4 everything support u've care & let me go easily. Ayang: your luv support care n the distance, showed me a meaningful life. Wish u're here, esp when we lost our ain luv, Azma.

C. MARDI CHARLTON
St-Thomas, Ontario
BSc Mi. Biology
Over so soon? I'll miss U: phlegm queen, Dan the man, Turtle, AFU above Grecque-KH, TC, JC & frost on the furniture. Oh YEAH! Bio club,C2H5OH, U of A exchange- the best of times! Thanks!

NOR AZHA ABDUL RASIXA
Perak, M'Sia
BSc Mi. Biology
Many thanks to all the profs, Steve, & friends, & the "BLUE HOUSE" girls 88-89. Lastly thank JY for your belief in me. Bishop Fall 88 - Winter 92.

TARA CHISHOLM
Saint John, NB
BSc Gen. Ms Business
Carpe diem! groups, pranks, corn, bogs, midnight visitors, Dillan Hairs, the Grec, 1/2 cm wall, VIA, bums, AFU, YMCA, orgo STRESS, pinot pedis. Hoover, my roommates, road trips: BU never forget our days!

JOHN COLEMAN
Deep River, Ontario
BSc Hon. Chemistry
I think I'm right in saying... Quash. Nerds-KHs. Jump junkies, porker, lab sat. morning +$+ midterms, RBY, Omsga. Funnelmaster, Chem Nerds. Vivan - Best of luck, I'll miss you.

JOCELYNN COOK
Saint John, NB
BSc Hon. Biology
Here's to: Rugby chicks, SDSU, Hawaii, palm trees, infertile fish, bucket ring, AFU above the Grec, drivin that train, spontaneous jet-hopping, trail mix, smiles, and memories. Thanks Roomys.

SCOTT AUGHINLECK
Montreal, Quebec
BSc Comp Sci, BA Hon. Music
Salve festa dies! Many great memories: chapel choir, unire singers, computer science, music, the Lion. Thank you Mom, Dad, Grandma and Andrew. To all: illegitimi non carbonadum.
FRANK D’ONOFRIO  
Ste-Tereze, Quebec  
BSc Hon. Biology  
Thanks to you, Teta, for your love and faith in me. Thanks Mom, Dad for your love and support. Thanks to all my friends for their help and making Bishop’s a great experience-NL.

PAUL DANCEY  
Fredericton, NB  
BSc Hon. Biochemistry  
Mayday! So what am I going to do now? Thanks VHJC MS what’s with all these rats? Xc-ski kayaking canoe races, MM AV JC TC DK GW Yas “Happy trails to you… until we meet again”.

JENNIFER L. DRIVER  
Hudson, Quebec  
BSc Biology, Mn Music  
The Bishop’s experience… Thank yo to Mom and Dad, my Profs, and most of all my friends that have made the past four years so special. The memory will live on always.

JOCELYN S. GARLAND  
Saint John, NB  
BSc Mj. Biology  
Seize the day! Make your life extraordinary! Thks M&D, Adpi&Abbott 236-To those who made BU so amazing-LO EG CH AI BO CM JM NJ &JB - miss ya! Remember we’re together forever as friends!

KRISTIN HICKEY  
Charlottetown, PEI  
BSc Mj. Biology  
Here’s to estra’s, Munster 3rd block, Bio geeks, Rum’s, 4am study sessions, square feet, AFI above the grec, Mack bathroom, roomies-great talks. Thanks BU for great friends and great times!

VIVIAN HILL  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BSc Hon. Biochemistry  
Thanks to my Profs, W&M, P,J,M,sat. morning ScS&mid-terms, RBY labs&more labs, Nerds’R’Us, workouts, V-Ball, pasta, agenda, phone service, philieQC. Good luck at BC John I’ll miss you.

TODD JARAND  
Deau-Montagnes, Quebec  
BSc Mj. Chemistry  
It’s been great here at Bish, but now it’s time to move on. YES!! Special thanks to RBY and BU Soccer. Good luck to future 256 students. Love ya SB. See ya DM + CD.

KIM DENVER  
Pointe-Claire, Quebec  
BSc Mj. Mathematics  

HASSAN H. DIB  
Paris  
BSc Mj. Bio, Mn Hum  
I would like to thank my family forthier support throughout my studies. My wish is to pursue in the medical field. I had a great time at Bishop’s especially with the NBL club and the Arab guys and the rest of my friends. O.W.

PETER J. MCCLAUGHLIN  
BSc DNS, Mj. Drama  
"Time it was, And what a time it was, It was, a time of innocence, A time of confidence. Long ago, if must be, I have a photograph, Preserve your memories, They’re all that’s left you.” SG&G  
Yet as it ends so it begins  
For everything, my best to FEL/PAT and MAS.

CAROL LAVALLIERE  
Fermont, Quebec  
BSc Mj. Chemistry  
To work in something your not interested in is not living; it’s death. Good luck to everyone I know, especially L.S. and Min.
JAMES G. NICKERSON
Moncton, NB
BSc Hon. Biology
To my parents for their support
my friends for the good times &
BU for the memories, thanks.
Here's to TM CM & 95 no more
hospitals the PopBioBugs GME-
OWAS & all those damn fish.

GUY RUEL
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSc Comp Sci/Mathematics
"The party is over" "It is time
to go" "I think you'll miss
school" "I don't think so!!"
Thanks for the memories.

JOCELYN NORMANDIN
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSc Mj. Mathematics
Finally. After doing so many
proofs I think I am beginning to
like them. It's time to get out.
Thank you Bishop's for the educa-
tion. Special thanks to Melissa,
Luc and Krista.

MAUDE A. ST.-LAURENT
St-Jerome, Quebec
BSc Hon. Biochemistry
Thanks to Vivian, Paul, Jeff,
Melanie M. & all my Profs for 3
memorable years. Good luck to all
my friends. May our paths cross
again in the future. Love to Grant,
Matt M. & Chris H.

DANIEL J. PARADIS
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSc Mj. Mathematics
Thanks for the finals, long
HWK(s) and memories! Special
thanks to George, Paul and Mary
... God bless you. Go Gaizers.

NIKOS SOUMAS
Montreal, Quebec
BSc Mj. Comp Sci, Mm Math
Finally I made it. Thanks to my
parents and to all my friends for
the support and the great times
(Tricia L. from Greece with love.

KRISTA L. PERSHALL
Vanderhoof, BC
BSc Comp Sci/Mathematics
Knock knock. Who's there? ...
(well, it's not me, because I'm
gone) Thanks for the good times,
the hard times, the experiences,
the knowledge, and most of all - the
friendships.

HAJAR BT. HJ. SULAIMAN
K. Lumpur, Malaysia
BSc Hon. Mathematics
Alhamdulillah! I'm done. Sure
good to go home with a degree! I'll
miss Canada & winter. Thanks,
Profes. Rhds, LN.TS.DN, BLT+S! I
owe t all esp. to you, Lan. (I love
you!) Luke, Dan, Joce, Stay cool,
OK?

YASMIN RAHIMI
Penang, Malaysia
BSc Mj. Chemistry
Thanks Dad, Mum and Bro for
the Encouragement and faith.
A.D., I couldn't have done it with-
out you. Life is what you make of
it, so make it right.
Alhamdulillah syukur!

BRIAN K. TREACY
Knoullton, Quebec
BSc Hon. Biology
Thanks to my family and to the
friends that believed in me.
Thanks Corinne, the dudes. To
imported beer, peach schnapps,
lab reports, trolls, the captain,
ALS, [NRBB[DKH][c]RMRDG
Sk, cheers!
ANDRE VAN DELDEN
White Horse, NWT
BSc Chemistry
This was HELL! But I love it: Enjoy school as much as you can.

SEAN (Prez) D. WATTS
Carrying PL., Ontario
BSc Hon. Biology
Bish was different! But was well rounded. From the Biology Pres, dent to cancer/genetics/toxicology research to swim team & UNM. Thans for the lemon! Thanks Ran, Francois, Franco & Martin!

BISH ZOOPANKTON
Bishop's Laboratory
BSc Monkeying Around
After four years of partying at the Pub, in the hallways and in Lennoxville, I must be on my way to a bigger and better zoo.

GREGORY A. WILSON
Pointe-Claire, Quebec
BSc Hon. Biology
Well it had to happen. I owe ya Mom & Dad! Cheers to: Golers-Bogs-Drac.
Keith Dave-Carr'90-Daytona'91 nice guys-slamers&mutants-lgoast-shady-Kilby-the summer trips & all goofy stuff.
Tks Tara.
CONGRADULATIONS GRADUATES

KATHERINE BURCZYK
Lennorville, Quebec
C.I.M., BA Psy

NORMA MACKINNON
Coaticook, Quebec
Cert. Foreign Lang.

EVELYN PACKWOOD PELLETIER
Sherbrooke, Quebec
Cert. Foreign Lang.
Travels are my joy and dreams. I like going to foreign lands and mix with natives. Many years I lived in Spain and gained a Spanish temperamento. My friends call me "Carmen the Gypsy".

DANIELLE N. VALLIERES
Lennorville, Quebec
Cert. Human Psychology
In life, plans it, prepare it, then do it and enjoy every moment it lasts.
Class of '92
The Governor General's Silver Medal .......................................................... Krista L. Pershall
The Chancellor's Prize .................................................................................. Kim Denver
The Vice-Chancellor's Prize .......................................................................... Randi E. Heatherington
The President's Prize .................................................................................... Kvin L. Heffington
The Vice-President's Prize ........................................................................... Vivan E. Hill
The Hour G. Howard Ferguson Cup and the Chief Justice Greenshields Prize
The Webster Prize ......................................................................................... Stephanie Jean Goddard
The Sherbrooke and District University Women's Club Eileen Healy Prize
The Lord Strathcona Medal ............................................................................ Cindy A. Finn
The Antonia Johnson Award ......................................................................... Derek R. Cox

The Bardati Prize for Continuing Education ................................................. Jocelyn L. Cook
The University Prize in Biochemistry .......................................................... Paul J. Ciufio
The Arthur N. Langford Prize in Biology ....................................................... Katherine S. Warland
The J.K. Louther Prize in Biology .................................................................. Thomas R. VanAlstine
P.H. Seowen Memorial Prize in Entrepreneurship ......................................... Kristen Underwood
The Charles Kingsmill Memorial Prize in Business Administration ............. Francois Blosin
The University Prize in Business Administration (Accounting) .................... Paul D. Hueitsis
The University Prize in Business Administration (Finance) ......................... Jocelyn L. Cook
The University Prize in Business Administration (General) ....................... Katherine S. Warland
The University Prize in Business Administration (Human Resources) ........ Marc Berendes
The University Prize in Business Administration (Marketing) ..................... Alexandre P. Baril
The University Prize in Business Administration (B.A. Major) ..................... Pauline Perruca
The Albert Kuehner Memorial Prize in Chemistry ........................................ Marc Berendes
The Society of Chemical Industry Award .................................................... Mark E. McEachern
The University Prize in Computer Science ................................................... Stephanie Jean Goddard
The Euphemia Ross Prize in Drama ............................................................. Alain Vermette
The University Prize in Social Sciences - Divisional Major ......................... John E. Coleman
The John W.Y. Smith Prize in Economics ..................................................... Vivian E. Hill
The Mackie Prize in English ......................................................................... Kristen Underwood
The F.E. Meredith Memorial Prize in English ................................................. Derek R. Cox
The University Prize in Fine Arts .................................................................. Jan Hooper
The Alder Prize in Art History ...................................................................... Randy E. Heatherington
The Professor L.H. Yarril Prize in Modern Languages ................................... Katharine M. Damico
The Bandraun Prize for Certificate in Foreign Languages ......................... Queenie Monk
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in French ......................................... Katharine M. Damico
The University Prize in Geography ............................................................. Thomas R. VanAlstine
Canadian Association of Geography Prize .................................................... Jennifer A. Burk
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in German ........................................ Rachel A. Chisholm
The Roderick Thaler Memorial Prize in History .......................................... Maximillian Harding
The University Prize in Humanities .............................................................. Elizabeth Naggiar
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in Italian .......................................... Hajar Sulaiman
The General Nicolls Prize in Mathematics .................................................... Azlan Abdul Aziz
The University Prize in Physics ..................................................................... Douglas Pyfe
The Professor T.W.E. MacDermott Memorial Prize in Political Studies ....... Paul J. Ciufio
The Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Prize - Honours Thesis in Political Studies ..... Cindy A. Finn
The University Prize in Applied Psychology ................................................... David G. Smith
The University Prize in General Experimental Psychology ....................... Tanya L. Gerber
The University Prize in Sociology .................................................................. Michele Roy

The Ambassador of Spain Prize in Spanish .................................................
The Charles McBurney Prize in Practice Teaching .............................. Barbara J. Cotter
The Alan Jones Memorial Prize .................................................. Linda M. Craig
The Provincial Association of Protestant Teachers' Prize .................. Nancy G. Zorzi
The Col. Arthur Mills Prize for Best All-Around First Year Student ........... Timothy D. Wallace
The Charles A. Shearson Memorial Prize ..................................... Colin Feasby
The Alumni Prize U-1 .................................................................. Sara. C. Radie
The Alumni Prize U-2 .................................................................. Kimberly J. McKell
The Alumni Prize U-1 .................................................................. Jonathan R. Carrier
The Alumni Prize U-2 .................................................................. Michael E. Forsythe
The Rose Hunting Prize .................................................................. Kimberly J. McKell
The University Prize (U-2) in Biochemistry .................................... Sharon L. Baker
The University Prize (U-2) in Business Administration (B.B.A.) ........... Michael E. Forsythe
The University Prize (U-2) in Business Administration (B.A. Major) ........ Darren MacLean
The John B. Fellowes Memorial Prize in Business Administration ......... Stephanie Lynn Smith
The Canadian Society for Chemistry Silver Medal ............................ Duncan Morrison
The Chemical Rubber Company Achievement Award ....................... Wesley M. Shuman
The Chemistry Faculty Prize ....................................................... Andrew W. Dickison
The Prince of Wales Prize in Classical Studies ............................... Andrew W. Dickison
The Albert Kwong Memorial Prize in Computer Science ................. Allan T. Ross
The University Prize (U-2) in Drama ............................................ Gretel G. Meyer
The University Prize (U-2) in Economics ....................................... Timothy Goddard
The Archdeacon E.G. Scott Prize in English .................................... Alison M. Wood
The Honorary President's Prize in English (U-1) .............................. Karen Mackey
The Honorary President's Prize in English (U-2) .............................. Lisa N. Guenther
The Stamm Prize for Excellence in Writing ..................................... Lisa N. Guenther
The University Prize (U-2) in Fine Arts ......................................... Jana Valkova
The University Prize (U-2) in French ........................................... Marion Caron
The University Prize (U-2) in Geography ....................................... David G. Ritchie
The Federal Republic of Germany Prize ......................................... Ryan D. King
The Republic of Austria Prize in German ....................................... Vicky Coupal
The Mr. & Mrs. Doak Prize in History ............................................ Gordon G. Graham
The University Prize (U-2) in Humanities ...................................... Kristin R. Hood
The Irving Prize in Mathematics .................................................. Kandy Mackey
The Howard Brown Prize in Music ................................................ Pierre Desmarais, François Gondreau
The University Prize (U-2) in Music ............................................ Brenda M. King, Dominique Nicol
The University Prize (U-2) in Philosophy ....................................... Brigitte Parent
The University Prize (U-2) in Physics ........................................... Susan Bellamy
The Faculty Prize in Physics .......................................................... Martin Sevigny and Lisa N. Guenther
The University Prize (U-2) in Politics ............................................ James A. McCloskey
The University Prize (U-2) in Psychology ....................................... Christopher Burns
The University Prize (U-2) in Religion ........................................... Anjeanette M. Lenay
The Harrison Prize in Religion ...................................................... Elgin Legault
The University Prize (U-2) in Sociology ......................................... Daniel R. Fedrick
The George H. Tomlinson Memorial Scholarship in Science .............. Christine E. Hochwald
Prof. F.A. Prince Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies .............. Darren MacLean
The Jane Quintin Mitchell Scholarship in Drama ............................. Chris S. Jaksa
The Sir Herbert Marler Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies ...... John Rolland
The M. Georgina Mills Scholarship in Music ................................... Jennifer A. Roy
The Lank Scholarship .................................................................. Susan Bellamy
The George H. Tomlinson Memorial Scholarship in Science .............. Tony M. MacNeil
Félicitations a tous les finissants
Bonne Chance

G.L. BEAULIEU INC.
97 Queen St. Lennoxville, Qc
INDEPENDENT LICENSED GROCER
FRESH MEATS
THUR., FRI. AND SAT. MORNING DELIVERY
7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
7 days a week
Tel: 563-0140
WELCOME STUDENTS!

Compliments of THE
Bishop’s Pub
Compliments of THE
Bishop's University
Athletic Department

Congratulations to all Graduates
You made it!!

Compliments of
Residence Administration
and Staff
Compliments of THE
Bishop's Pub

Bishops PRO SHOP

SHOES  RACQUETS  APPAREL
Bishop's University
Lennoxville, Qc  J1M 1Z7
(819) 822-9667

Official supplier of the
Gaiters
Golden Lion Pub & Brewery

Welcome to Lennoxville and the Lion.

• Featuring •

• Our traditionally brewed beers.
• Hearty Home-style made meals.

Compliments of THE

Bishop's University Athletic Department
BIG ANIMALS!!

I had to put a picture in

After 10 long months of work, I can't believe it's over (I've been counting down the pages since March break). With only 4 missed classes, many-many sleepless nights and stressful days, and only a half a dozen death threats (maybe more in September when the book is published), I can truly say that it's finally over (the fat lady has finally sung). My last duty as Editor of the 1992 Quad will be to hand this publication out to each and every one of you as you go through the registration hassles (why won't they do something about the process?)

I know I'm probably going to forget to thank somebody since the list is so long and I have no idea where to start. To the CJMQ executive (SUB 112), thanks for putting up with me as your neighbour, Lana, Wendy and Karen in the SRC office for their behind the scenes help, Sue at Student Services for all the hours spent procrastinating in your office, Stephen Barber (my ICP rep) for all the support during the rough time and Martin for the use of his computers (especially the scanner).
To my "On the fly" staff, thanks for all the long hours of work and putting up with me (you all deserve medals); Tanja Harrison, Tanya McNeil, Kirk Robinson and Kandy Mackey, who were part of my typing and layout crew, Jen Morin for all the typing, Lorianne Flavelle (Monster) and Stephanie Smith for the odd hours here and there during the crunch times and last but not least MC Maynard for all the typing, layouts and company at 3 AM. I couldn't have done it all without your help (thanks John, NOT!!).

And last but not least, I would like to thank my parents for not throwing me out of the house during my last minute layout sessions with the blaring music and nasty mood swings as the deadlines approached. Thanks, Krista and Lisa (or Tych or Q-Tip or QWA if you didn't know her real name) for all the support during my battles.

Dan Janidlo
'92 Quad Editor

A message from the Editor:
who has run out of ideas after 141 pages.

MC, not Hammer
NOT TO BE TAKEN AWAY